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Foreword to Report by the Cambridge Cyber Defence Project

With over 2 billion Internet users and 5 billion mobile phone users, cyberspace encompasses a vast majority
of the world population.1 In the UK Internet users and autonomous systems generate 1,000 petabytes of data
each month which is expected to grow four-fold by 2014.2 Through its complex web of Internet enabled
applications and devices, cyberspace enables near frictionless manipulation, exchange, and storage of digital
information.

In marvelling at the ‘transforming’ and ‘revolutionising’ aspects of the Internet, UK Foreign Secretary William
Hague has expressed the optimism of many that ‘the Internet can drive equitable and sustainable growth’. In
addition to the Internet’s vital role in commerce and knowledge economies, the Secretary also noted its role in
improving opportunities for participation in both social and economic activities for those on the margins.3

During the last decade there has been a tremendous shift in the preferred Internet access platforms. The original
1980s vision of Microsoft founder Bill Gates of a computer on every desktop has been displaced by the vision
of Google founders Sergey Brin and Larry Page of a mobile computer in every pocket. And thanks to the rapidly
falling prices of information technologies and trade liberalisation, cyberspace is now accessible for more than
80% of the world’s population.4

Amidst his 2011 optimism Secretary Hague also cautioned that the ‘rise of the networked world has also
produced significant challenges which could undermine these benefits and pose a serious threat to reaping the
full potential of cyberspace’.5 With this warning the Foreign Secretary was likely referring to the growth of cyber
crime and economic espionage which according to a Cabinet Office estimate costs the UK economy £27 billion
pounds annually.6

In October 2011 the head of GCHQ, Iain Lobban, noted that among cyber attack targets are government
computers and systems of technology, as well as engineering and defence firms. He notes the attempts to
steal British ‘ideas and designs’ in these sectors.7 Cyber security firm Symantec estimates that global cybercrime
amounts to a US$338 billion dollar tab annually.8

In order to help business and government leaders to comprehend more clearly the substantial economic and
social change wrought by the exponential growth of the Internet and cyberspace, on 29 September 2011, the
London Cyber Security Forum was convened. This meeting builds on an earlier conference held at Jesus
College, Cambridge in February 2011 entitled the ‘Rustat Conference on Cyber Security’.9 The main objective
of that gathering was to solicit reaction of senior UK cyber thought leadership on the November 2010 Strategic
Defence and Security Review (SDSR) as it pertained to cyber security:

“We will establish a transformative national programme to protect ourselves in cyber space. Over
the last decade the threat to national security and prosperity from cyber attacks has increased
exponentially. Over the decades ahead this trend is likely to continue to increase in scale and
sophistication, with enormous implications for the nature of modern conflict. We need to be
prepared as a country to meet this growing challenge, building on the advanced capabilities we
already have.”10

1 Worldwide Internet users estimated to be 2.1 billion as of November 2011. http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
Worldwide mobile phone users are estimated to be 5.3 billion as of November 2011.
http://www.gsm.org/
‘The Changes to Mobile Phones over the Last 30 Years’ in The People History: Mobile Phones http://www.thepeoplehistory.com/mobilephones.html

2 Cisco VNI Forecast http://www.ciscovni.com/vni_forecast/
Per measurement, consider that there are 1 125 899 906 842 624 bytes in 1 petabyte.

3 UK Foreign Secretary William Hague in remarks to the delegates to the London Conference on Cyberspace that he convened 01-02 November 2011.
http://www.fco.gov.uk/en/news/latest-news/?view=PressS&id=685663282

4 The 7 billionth person was born in the Philippines to a Manila family on 30 October 2011.
5 London businesses are at risk. Can Hague help?’ in London loves Business (02 November 2011) http://www.londonlovesbusiness.com/comment

analysis/cyber-crime-costs-the-uk-27bn-every-year-london-businesses-are-at-risk-can-hague-help/926.article
6 According to a joint study by Office of Cyber Security & Information Assurance in the Cabinet Office and IT consultancy Detica, cyber crime costs the

UK 27bn GBP per year. This figure has been called into question by leading cyber security experts such as Richard Clayton at Cambridge
http://www.lightbluetouchpaper.org/2009/12/07/what-does-detica-detect/

7 ‘GCHQ chief reports “disturbing” cyber-attacks on UK’ in BBC News UK
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-15516959

8 http://www.symantec.com/content/en/us/home_homeoffice/html/ncr/
9 The Rustat Conferences, founded in 2009 and are an initiative of Jesus College, Cambridge. They provide an opportunity for people from the frontlines

of politics, the civil service, financial services, the media, industry, business and education to discuss the vital issues of the day with leading academic
experts. They provide outreach to a wider professional, academic and student audience through the publication of reports. http://www.rustat.org/
AboutUs.php
November 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR), page 4.
http://www.direct.gov.uk/prod_consum_dg/groups/dg_digitalassets/@dg/@en/documents/digitalasset/dg_191634.pdf

10 November 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR), page 4.
http://www.direct.gov.uk/prod_consum_dg/groups/dg_digitalassets/@dg/@en/documents/digitalasset/dg_191634.pdf
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The Cyber Security Forum 2011 was convened five weeks in advance of the London Conference on
Cyberspace and in anticipation of the release of the new UK National Cyber Security Strategy (released
November 2011). Whereas the 2010 Strategic Defence and Security Review (SDSR) mapped the complexities
of the cyber terrain as it pertains to British national security strategy, the Government in 2011 has called for
consideration of economic development, social benefits, safe and reliable access, in addition to international
security and cybercrime.11 In keeping with the theme of the new UK national cyber security strategy, the London
Cyber Security Forum focused on the relationship between cyber security and the UK economy.

While there will now follow extended consultations with the private sector and other relevant communities upon
the release of the national strategy, the following proceedings offer some early insights into current thinking
within the business community on the desired outcomes from government cyber security strategy. Now that the
positive link between UK competiveness and global cyberspace growth has been established, questions arise
as to the best follow-up and subsequent public and private actions. Fortunately, the distinguished participants
of the London Cyber Security Forum 2011 provided many useful insights and concrete recommendations which
are detailed in this report.

Within these recommendations there were five broad themes.

1. INCREASE UNDERSTANDING OF CYBER SECURITY
Although cyber threats are widespread and accelerating, the economic effects of these threats are still
widely underestimated. Cyber threats which include cybercrime, industrial espionage as well as cyber
warfare, are at the same time diffuse and interlinked. There is a marked lack of consensus with regard to
the meaning and significance of these threats. Concepts need to be clearly formulated and agreed upon to
promote a wider understanding of the challenge of cyber security.

2. RAISE AWARNESS IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR AND GENERAL PUBLIC
Cyber security concerns everyone – governments, businesses and individuals. However it is yet to be
recognised as a major concern by most businesses and citizens. A recent Chatham House report reveals
this awareness gap with regard to the UK's critical national infrastructure (CNI).12 A compelling narrative has
to be provided to show businesses that incorporating cyber security into their business plans is in the self-
interest of the company and shareholders. Incentives need to be created such as the inclusion of cyber
security requirements in government tenders. Similarly, the potential dangers of cyber threats need to be
communicated more effectively to the broader public.

3. DEVELOP NEW PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
It was agreed that the national cyber strategy should provide for enhanced capacities to defend its own
systems against cyber threats as well as actively to combat cyber crime. Of utmost importance will be
increased cooperative efforts from the public administration to engage with the private sector in productive
strategic partnerships. While enhanced government action will be necessary, cyber security cannot be
provided solely by the government. Public-Private-Partnerships (PPPs) become crucial components;
however, PPPs need to provide the means for effective information sharing so that both sides may
contribute to a greater good.

4. PRAGMATIC STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT
Strategy making in the new cyber environment cannot avoid confronting vested interests. The law needs
to evolve with the making of new strategy in order to preserve existing legal frameworks; a framework of
principles – cyber doctrine – would help fill the gap in laws and treaties which fail to keep up with the pace
of change in cyberspace. Technology integrated at the appropriate level in educational institutions will
provide more capable cyberspace workers. Expanded investment in research and university education will
drive innovation and will build further national resilience to cyber threats. While organisational changes are
called for, there is a pressing need for intellectual change and doctrinal work so that the UK assumes its
role as a world leader in cyber development and cyber security.

11 The Cabinet Office leads the Government's cyber security response in conjunction with the Office of Cyber Security and Information Assurance (Ocsia)
and the Cyber Security Operations Centre (CSOC) at Cheltenham

12 Paul Cornish, David Livingstone, Dave Clemente and Claire Yorke (2011) ‘Cyber Security and the UK's Critical National Infrastructure’ (Chatham
House Report September 2011) http://www.chathamhouse.org/publications/papers/view/178171



5. BUILD A SKILLED CYBER WORKFORCE
Positioning the UK as a leader in cyber security in terms of skills, technology and knowledge requires
building up the UK's educational capacities in this field. All levels of the educational system need to be
targeted to nurture and promote a capable cyber workforce. This includes increased investment in research
and development, particularly the work of universities to drive innovation and train professionals.
Government spending priorities for research and development should be more explicitly connected to
the field of cyber security. This also includes facilitation of cross-disciplinary studies of cyber security.
Cyber-thinkers can complement cyber-doers.

In addition to these five general areas, some of the work stream sessions drilled down into some of the more
nuanced cyber security controversies. These sessions along with any specific recommendations that they
generated are discussed in the report. In the coming months, these discussions and topics will be further refined
as the business community has more time to analyse and dissect the new UK national cyber strategy.

We anticipate that this report will provide its readers a small glimpse into the thinking and attitudes of UK
business and cyber thought leadership. At this stage, there is no single roadmap for combating the types of
threats that are currently experienced in cyberspace. As the conference proceedings show, cyber threats come
in many forms, from technical glitches to full blown economic espionage. While the former threats are within the
scope of industry and select end users to correct, problems like the latter clearly require the government to take
the lead. Other tasks such as managing network flows and software patches will remain the principal job of the
private sector. Again, public-private partnerships, such as the sharing of sensitive data pertaining to critical
infrastructure threats, should be developed where possible.

In the meantime, we thank you for taking the time to read this conference report and and the Cambridge Cyber
Defence Project’s reflections on the new UK Cyber Security Strategy. We look forward to publishing additional
reflections via the conference website (www.CyberSecurityForum2011.com) upon specific actions or
directives from the Cabinet Office.

Sincerely,

Prof Jon Crowcroft
Marconi Professor of Communications Systems
Convenor, Cyber Defence Project
Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge

Dr Rex Hughes
Visiting Fellow for Cyber Security
Co-Convenor, Cyber Defence Project
Wolfson College, University of Cambridge

Jonathan Cornwell
Director, Cyber Security Forum
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Commentary and Recommendations by the Cambridge Cyber Defence Project
Please Note: the comments below were made following publication of the new UK Cyber Security
Strategy which occurred shortly after the Cyber Security Forum 2011. The comments are the views of
the Cambridge Cyber Defence Project and not those of the Cyber Security Forum sponsors, partners,
supporters or participants.
On November 25 November 2011, the Cabinet Office published its ‘UK Cyber Security Strategy’. As stated in
the report introduction by Rt Hon Francis Maude MP, the purpose of the document is to set ‘out the actions we
will take to reduce the risk and secure the benefits of a trusted digital environment for businesses and
individuals.’ In the 40 pages that follow, the strategy chronicles the perceived ‘cyber threat’ and how the UK plans
to make the UK the safest cyber economy by 2015.

By 2015, success is seen where UK ‘law enforcement is tackling cyber criminals; citizens know what to do to
protect themselves; effective cyber security is seen as a positive for UK business; a thriving cyber security
sector has been established; public services online are secure and resilient; and the threats to our national
infrastructure and national security have been confronted.’

While the report contains many good suggestions and ideas, we believe that there are still many unanswered
questions that may require additional debate and analysis if the UK is to reach its intended target by 2015.
Thus, as a means of continuing the national cyber strategy dialogue we offer the following ideas and
recommendations:

1. Budget
According to the report, more than half of the cyber security budget is allocated to the ‘Single Intelligence
Account’ while only 10% goes towards fighting cyber crime. Only 2% is allocated for ‘business resilience’
and other Business and Innovation (BIS) activities. Given the report’s emphasis on the positive links
between best cyber security practices in the private sector and UK GDP growth, we believe that too many
resources are allocated for intelligence work. While good intelligence and statecraft are undoubtedly good
areas for future investment, we wonder if such a lopsided allocation is the best way to reach the intended
goals of the report.

We recommend a wider debate involving all relevant stakeholders regarding more equitable NCSP budget
allocations through 2015.

2. Cyber Diplomacy
While the report emphasises the need for the UK to work with other countries on establishing ‘rules of the
road’ and confidence building measures, it is also unclear as to how the UK achieves this goal when there
is no cyber division yet established in the FCO. While the FCO organised London Cyberspace Conference
was an important step forward in marshalling this capability, there have been no announcement of concrete
programmes with sufficient resources. TheArab Spring, Occupy Movement, and other Internet inspired so-
cial movements present enormous strategic challenges and opportunities for UK interests. However, with-
out substantially more resources allocated to these efforts as well as the requisite organisational changes,
the UK is unlikely to achieve even modest objectives in this area.

We recommend that the Cabinet Office earmark at least 10% of NCSP funding for cyber diplomacy efforts
which would allow the FCO to begin building a qualified cadre of technically trained cyber diplomats.

3. GCHQ
While GCHQ should and will continue to play an important role in defending UK cyberspace, more
discussion is needed to make sure that it can evolve both culturally and organisationally to cope with a
growing set of complex and diverse missions. Serious questions must be asked on how a culture of secrecy
can evolve to share information with relevant cyberspace stakeholders. Thus, is the Government making
adequate cyber-informed preparations to bring GCHQ out of its Cold War/911 shadows? If so, could this
process compromise its other covert security responsibilities? What steps will the Government take to make
sure that GCHQ can commercialise its technology in a transparent and open process?

We recommend that more independent analysis be conducted as to organisational and cultural changes
required in order for GCHQ to become more effective at outside collaboration yet preserving secrecy where
needed.
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4 Clusters
The UK has not to date developed cyber security clusters although there are numerous candidates. The US
has a natural cyber security cluster built around its intelligence community. Does the Cabinet Office intend
to build a new cyber security cluster in the vicinity of the GCHQ ‘donut’ in Cheltenham, or are there other
more natural UK locations for such a cluster to develop such as Cambridge Silicon Fen or the Oxford Arch?
What types of tax and regulatory incentives are needed to make future cyber security clusters successful?

We recommend that the Government study more closely the ways to develop a roadmap for growing
globally competitive UK cyber security clusters.

5. Investment
While the UK maintains a healthy indigenous IT technology ecosystem, future growth in the cyber security
sector may depend on the level of foreign direct investment in UK cyber enterprises. At this time it is unclear
as to how the new national cyber security strategy helps bolster Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the
cyber security sector. How does the UK cyber security sector rank when compared with other European or
Commonwealth countries? What types of economic incentives or policy changes are needed if any to make
the UK more attractive to inward cyber FDI? What can be done to stimulate venture capital around UK
cyber security innovations?

We recommend a more thorough analysis of what incentives can be developed to attract more FDI for the
UK cyber security sector.

6. Research
The report calls for strengthening ‘postgraduate education to expand the pool of experts with in-depth
knowledge of cyber’ as well as ‘developing a coherent cross-sector research agenda on cyber’ that builds
on work done by the Government Office for Science. An indicative budget of £2 million over 3.5 years noted
to support the creation of a cyber security research institute. With the US and other partners planning on
spending hundreds of millions of USD on similar initiatives, we recommend a substantial order of magnitude
increase in this crucial investment in order to assure UK global competitiveness in vital cross-disciplinary
cyber security research.

We recommend that the UK restructure its cyber security research budget and establish at least one anchor
cyber security university based research institute in 2012.

7. UK Cert
There was early discussion that the Cabinet Office would recommend the development of a national UK
CERT (Computer Emergency Response Team) which would bring UK Internet infrastructure protection in
line with other countries. At this time UK CERT functions are largely carried out by the private sector.1
A number of industry players and Government Armed Forces Minister Nick Harvey have called for the
establishment of a UK CERT as soon as economically and politically feasible.

Thus, the Cambridge Cyber Defence Project recommends that the Cabinet Office take the lead in
establishing a UK CERT to bring the UK in-line with other EU and NATO Member States.

Sincerely,

Prof Jon Crowcroft
Marconi Professor of Communications Systems
Convenor, Cyber Defence Project
Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge

Dr Rex Hughes
Visiting Fellow for Cyber Security
Co-Convenor, Cyber Defence Project
Wolfson College, University of Cambridge
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1 There is a network of Computer Emergency Response Teams (CERTs) that informs both the public and private sectors of emerging threats and
vulnerabilities. CPNI’s CSIRTUK is the CERT for national infrastructure and responds to reported incidents concerning private sector networks within critical
national infrastructure bodies. GovCertUK provides a point for reporting Government network security incidents, issuing security alerts and assisting in
resolving serious security incidents. The National Cyber Security Strategy refers to the establishment of a cyber security hub to pool government and private
sector information on threat and enable incident reporting (first phase of this commenced in December); and also to new national procedures (adopted
May 2011) for responding to cyber incidents.



Morning Session: Protecting the UK Economy from Cyber Attack

08:15-08:55 Registration and Coffee

09:00-09:15 Welcome and Housekeeping
Jon Moynihan OBE, Executive Chairman, PA Consulting Group
Conference Chair: Nick Chaffey, Global Head of Defence, Security & Resilience Consulting, PA Consulting Group

09:15-09:55 Plenary Session – Keynotes
Chair: Lord Gus Macdonald, Special Adviser, Macquarie Infrastructure & Real Assets,
former Minister, Cabinet Office
PERSPECTIVES ON CYBER SECURITY & UK ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
Sir Kevin Tebbit, Chairman, Finmeccanica UK and former Director GCHQ
Misha Glenny, Author, Dark Market: CyberThieves, CyberCops and You
Professor Sir David Omand, Visiting Professor, Department of War Studies, King’s College London,
former Director GCHQ

09:55-10:35 Plenary Session
Chair: Joseph Menn, Cyber Security Correspondent, Financial Times
THE INSIDER THREAT - RESPONDING TO EMPLOYEE RISK
Bill Windle, Expert in Cyber Security and People Risk, PA Consulting Group
Speaker from CPNI, Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure

10:35-10:55 Coffee and networking

10:55-11:45 Stream Sessions 1
1. SKILLS, PARTNERSHIPS & TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIGHT AGAINST eCRIME
Critical Relationships, Centres of Excellence, Technical Superiority and
International Cooperation
Chair: Dr Richard Clayton, Computer Security Group, Computer Laboratory - University of Cambridge
Julian Midwinter, Vice President, i2 Ltd
Charlie McMurdie, Head of Metropolitan Police Central eCrime Unit
Bruce Helman, Cyber Security and Counter Espionage FBI - Office of Legal Attaché, US Embassy

2. THE ANATOMY OF A PEOPLE BASED ATTACK
Extracting Information From People - The Hows & Whys
Chair: Dr Tristram Riley-Smith, Centre for Science Knowledge & Innovation
Raj Samani, VP - Chief Technology Officer EMEA, McAfee
Joseph Menn, Cyber Security Correspondent, Financial Times

3. THE ECONOMICS OF CYBER SECURITY
Recommendations for Research, Partnerships, Policy Makers and Regulators
Chair: Dr Jamie MacIntosh, Director, Institute for Security & Resilience Studies, UCL
Professor Ross Anderson, Computer Security Group, Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge
Richard Nethercott, Director, Cyber Security, Logica

11:45-12:00 Plenary feedback on Stream Session 1

12:00-12:30 Plenary Panel Session
STRATEGY MAKING IN A NEW ENVIRONMENT
Hugh Eaton OBE, Director Intelligence and Security, Cisco
Dr Jamie MacIntosh, Director, Institute for Security & Resilience Studies, UCL
Dr Rex Hughes, Fellow in Cyber Security, University of Cambridge

12:30-13:25 Lunch and networking
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Afternoon Session: Nation of Choice for Cyber Business and Cyber Centre of Excellence for
Skills, Technology and Knowledge – Harnessing UK Capabilities

13:25-14:10 Plenary Session
A VISION FOR A CYBER SMART ECONOMY - CONFIDENCE THROUGH
SECURITY
Britain as Global Data Processing Hub – Legal, Technical, Leadership and
Skills Challenges
Chair: Lt Gen Sir Edmund Burton KBE, Chairman, IAAC
Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones, UK Government’s Special Representative to Industry on Cyber Security,
former Minister of State for Security
Oscar O’Connor, Services Director, Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions
Stewart Room, Partner, Privacy & Information Law Group, Field Fisher Waterhouse

14:10-15:00 Plenary Session
INVESTMENT, INNOVATION, R&D AND THE ROLE OF SMEs
Chair: Alex van Someren, Director, Amadeus Capital Partners
David Birch, Director, Consult Hyperion
Nick Kingsbury, Venture Partner, C5 Capital
Mark West, Principal Consultant Engineer, Roke Manor Research Ltd

15:00-15:15 Break

15:15-16:05 Stream Sessions 2
1. UK SKILLS FOR CYBER SECURITY
Providing the Skills Required by Government and Industry
Chair: Jon Crowcroft, Marconi Professor of Communications Systems, University of Cambridge
Bob Hayes, Director, Microsoft Institute for Advanced Technology in Governments, Microsoft Research
Dr Frank Stajano, Senior Lecturer, Computer Laboratory, University of Cambridge

2. DEFENCE SECTOR CYBER EXPERTISE & ITS CONTRIBUTION TO ECONOMIC GROWTH
Chair: Wg Cdr Tom Parkhouse, Cyber Policy, Ministry of Defence
Dr Rex Hughes, Fellow in Cyber Security, University of Cambridge and NATO Cyber Security Adviser
Bob Allan, CEO Cassidian Cyber Security - EADS

3. CONTENT, CREATIVE INDUSTRIES & THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY
Copyright Infringement & IP: Threats or Opportunities? Privacy and Maintaining the
Benefits of Cyber Space While Giving Confidence to Industry & Consumers
Chair: Tony Dyhouse, Director Cyber Security Programme ICT Knowledge Transfer Network
Cory Doctorow, Journalist, Author, Blogger and co-editor boingboing.net
Caspar Bowden, Independent Privacy Advocate
Joseph Menn, Cyber Security Correspondent, Financial Times

16:05-16:15 Plenary feedback on Stream Sessions 2

16:15-16:45 Plenary Session
Chair: Dr Steve Marsh, Visiting Professor, Defence Academy UK; former Deputy Director OCSIA
ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE IN CYBER SECURITY
Hugh Eaton OBE, Director, Defence & Intelligence, Cisco
Rena Lalgie, Deputy Director, Information Economy, BIS
Ed Savage, Head of Cyber Consulting, PA Consulting Group

16:45-16:50 Chair’s Closing Remarks and Conference Close

NB. The agenda is subject to change by the organisers
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Richard Abel Managing Director Macquarie Infrastructure & Real Assets
Bob Allan Director Cassidian Cyber Security - EADS
Professor Ross Anderson Professor of Security Engineering University of Cambridge
John Atkinson Security and Crime Science University College London
John Austin Information Assurance Advisory Council IAAC
Karen Barnett ICT KTN
Jeff Bauer Senior National Security Specialist US European Command
Air Cdre Peter Beange Head of ISS Programme Group Defence Equipment and Support, MoD
Dave Birch Director Consult Hyperion
Clive Blackwell Research Fellow Oxford Brookes University
David Bond Director Green Lions
Caspar Bowden Independent privacy advocate Independent
Peter Boxall Partner Strategic Alliance Services
Nathan Brooker Conference Administrator Cyber Security Forum 2011
Bruno Brunskill Company Secretary IAAC
Dr Ian Bryant Director SSDRI
Lt Gen Sir Edmund Burton Chairman IAAC
John Butler Head of Personnel Security Serious Organised Crime Agency
Dr Fraser Campbell Managing Director FC Consulting
Alex Catlin PA Consulting Group
David Cazalet Commercial Director IRM plc
Nick Chaffey Global Head of Defence, PA Consulting Group

Security & Resilience Consulting
Simon Chambers Head of Allied Intelligence and Defence Cyber BAE Systems Defence Information
Michael Champion Director, Cyber Defence & Network Security Defence IQ
Mark Chesterman Director Chase Security
Professor Howard Chivers Director of the Centre for Forensic Cranfield University

Computing and Security
Dr Kong Chyong Business Development Manager Knightsbridge Cybersystems
Dr Richard Clayton Computer Security Group University of Cambridge
Dave Clemente Cyber Security Programme Chatham House
Bob Cockshott PNT Group Director ICT KTN
Jennifer Cole Research Fellow Emergency Management RUSI
Anthony Cordina ICT Security Officer Kent County Council
John Cornwell Director Science & Human Dimension Project
Jonathan Cornwell Director Cyber Security Forum 2011 Rustat Conferences
Anne Courtney Security Manager Scottish Government
Gp Capt Phil Cox OCSIA Cabinet Office
CPNI Speaker - Insider Threat CPNI CPNI
Professor Jon Crowcroft Marconi Professor of Communication Systems University of Cambridge
Stephanie Daman Manager Information Security Risk HSBC Holdings plc
Richard Davis PA Consulting Group
Andrea Desmarteau Trade Commissioner - Aerospace & Defence High Commission of Canada
Director Director CPNI
Cory Doctorow Author - Blogger Co-Editor BoingBoing.net
Shan Drummond Director Samos Investments
Siobhan Dunne PA Consulting Group
Tony Dyhouse Director Cyber Security KTN Qinetiq
Hugh Eaton Defence and Intelligence Director Cisco
Miles Elsden Government Office Science BIS
Dave Evans VP Professional Communications SELEX Elsag
Neil Fisher Vice Chair IAAC Unisys
Richard Franklin Director - Cyber Vigilance QinetiQ
Andrew Freke Business Development Manager Deep Secure
Mark Frost Central Government Account Director McAfee Security
Frank Gardner Security Correspondent BBC
Dr John Gearson Director of the Centre of Defence Studies King’s College London
Misha Glenny Journalist Author, Dark Market
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Dr Philip Guildford Research Director - Engineering Department University of Cambridge
Simon C Hales Global Head of Information Security Risk HSBC Holdings PLC
Kathryn Hampson PA Consulting Group
Chris Hardy Director Government Defence & Security McAfee
Lt Col Nigel Harrison OCSIA Cabinet Office
Robert Hayes Director Microsoft Institute for Advanced Microsoft Research

Technology in Governments
Bruce Helman Counter Espionage & Cyber Security FBI
Simon Hicks Head of ICT Technology & Standards BIS
Dr Rex Hughes Fellow in Cyber Security Wolfson College Cambridge University
Dr Alex Hulkes Global Uncertainties Programme EPSRC
Len Hynds Managing Director EMEA CyByL Technologies Limited
Anthony I’Anson Channel and Alliances Director Alcatel-Lucent
David Jai-Persad Business Development Manager Greenwich Research and Enterprise
Dr Tudor Jenkins Director Wide Eyed Vision
Mike Jenkinson PA Consulting Group
Kyle Johnston Research Analyst RUSI
Dr Christopher Joyce Eastern Europe & Central Asia Directorate Foreign & Commonwealth Office
Fadi Khalil Technical Head of Communications Interior Security Forces - Lebanon
Donald Kastle Cyber Threat Analyst USEUCOM NATO Intel Fusion Centre
Henrik Kiertzner Head of BD - Cyber Intelligence QinetiQ
Kweilen Kimmelman Director of Strategy BAE Systems plc
Nick Kingsbury Venture Partner C5 Capital
Elaine Korzak Researcher - War Studies Kings College London
Rena Lalgie Deputy Director, Information Economy BIS
Kate Langley OCSIA Cabinet Office
Vic Leverett Finmeccanica UK
Stuart Lofting PA Consulting Group
George Loukas Greenwich Research and Enterprise
Justin Lowe PA Consulting Group
Stephen Lowe Technical Consultant ICT KTN
Kevin Lowrie Communications & Stakeholder BIS

Engagement Manager
Dr Emil Lupu Research Director, Institute for Security Imperial College London

Science & Technology
John Lyons CEO International Cyber Security Protection

Alliance
Lord Gus Macdonald Senior Adviser Macquarie Infrastructure & Real Assets
Professor Jamie MacIntosh Institute for Security & Resilience Studies UCL
Lou Mahanty Intelligence Executive CSC
Dr Steve Marsh Visiting Professor Defence Academy UK
Philip Mason Public Sector Director IRM plc
Professor John McCanny Director ECIT Queen’s University ECIT
Charlie McMurdie Detective Superintendent Metropolitan Police Central e-Crime Unit
Gavin McNicoll Director CyByL Technologies Ltd
Joseph Menn Cyber Security Correspondent Financial Times
Julian Midwinter VP Sales i2 Ltd
Satoshi Mikai On Secondment Ministry of Defence
Joe Minden Conference Administrator Cyber Security Forum 2011
David Misell ICT KTN
Stuart Mitchell PA Consulting Group
Anjana Modi Economic Officer US Embassy - London
Jon Moynihan Executive Chairman PA Consulting Group
Bryan Munro-Smth VP EMEA - Communications Security AEP Networks
Natalia Naish Conference Administrator Cyber Security Forum 2011
Richard Nethercott Managing Director - Security Logica plc
Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones UK Govt Special Representative to Industry OCSIA - Cabinet Office

on Cyber Security
Oscar O’Connor Services Director Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions
Sir David Omand Visiting Professor - War Studies King's College London
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Louisa-Jayne O’Neil Senior Executive Montrose Associates
Gareth Owen Business Development Manager SciSys UK Ltd
Michael Owens Senior Security Analyst Huawei Technologies -

Cyber Evaluation Centre
Wg Cdr Tom Parkhouse Cyber Policy Ministry of Defence
Dr Bernard Parsons CEO Becrypt
Mark Ploszay Channel Enablement Manager i2
Terry Pudwell Director Assuria
Rod Pugh Managing Director First Cyber Security Ltd
Stephen Rhodes Head of Communication and Broadcasting Department for Business, Innovation

Equipment & Skills
Dr Tristram Riley-Smith Director Centre for Science Knowledge

& Innovation
Colin Robbins CTO Nexor
Phil Robinson UK Senior VP SELEX Elsag
Stewart Room Partner - Information Law Group Field Fisher Waterhouse
Dr Alasdair Rose Lead Physical Sciences & Engineering RCUK Global Uncertainties Programme
Jonathan Rutt Director Client Services Evidence Talks Ltd
Neil Salter Solution Director CSC
Kathleen Salyan Northrop Gruman
Raj Samani CTO EMEA McAfee Security
Ed Savage Head of Cyber Consulting PA Consulting Group
John Skipper PA Consulting Group
Giles Smith Head Telecoms and Cyber Resilience BIS
Professor Peter Sommer Visiting Professor London School of Economics
Dr Frank Stajano Computer Laboratory University of Cambridge
John Stephenson Vega
Graeme Stewart Public Sector Business Development Director Sophos
Neil Stinchcombe Director Eskenzi PR
Stuart Sumner Senior Reporter Computing
Brian Taylor Managing Director OEM partnership Ltd
Sir Kevin Tebbit Chairman Finmeccanica UK
Paul Thorlby Strategy Director QinetiQ
Ashley Truluck Strategic Advisor i2
Sonia van Gilder Cooke Cyber Security Forum 2011
Alex van Someren Director Amadeus Capital Partners
Dr Jeremy Ward Professional Security Services Offerings HP
Dr Tim Watson Director for Centre for Secure Computing De Montfort University
Mark West Principal Consultant Engineer Roke Manor Research
Professor Ian White Master Jesus College University of Cambridge
Colin Williams Public Sector Business Development Director SBL
Bill Windle Cyber Security Expert PA Consulting Group
Edward Wolton Head of Practice, Information & Cyber Security Thales UK Ltd
Stephen Wray Commercial Director Queen’s University ECIT
Graham Wright Northrop Gruman
Georges Younes Head of IT Ministry of Interior Lebanon
Dominic Young Director Ytrium
Dr Qichao Zhu Dep Director, Center National Security & National University of Defense

Strategic Studies Technology - China
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Conference Proceedings & Recommendations

Background to the Cyber Security Forum 2011
Good Cyber Security benefits the UK economy by protecting critical national infrastructure, free commercial
exchange, intellectual property (IP), freedom of speech, and personal data – in short it helps provide a safe and
sound environment in which to conduct business. Enterprises that take cyber security seriously can gain
competitive advantage over those that neglect it. The cyber domain also presents a strategic opportunity for the
UK’s economy in terms of new growth and business expansion. Research and development, innovation, new
products and services, exports, education and skills, all benefit from better cyber security.

Cyber Security Forum 2011 – Conference Themes, Structure
On 29 September 2011, the London Cyber Security Forum 2011 explored the relationship between cyber
security and the UK economy. The conference explored a broad range of cyber security themes with a strong
focus on UK business and partnerships with academia and government. The conference was divided into two
sessions, the first exploring cyber security's role in protecting the UK economy from attack; the second
positioning the UK as a cyber centre of excellence. Throughout the day, discussion-based stream sessions
were run by expert facilitators from PA Consulting Group, with feedback provided in the plenary sessions. The
main topics discussed are set out below.

A. Protecting the UK Economy from Cyber Attack
PERSPECTIVES ON CYBER SECURITY & UK ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
THE INSIDER THREAT – RESPONDING TO EMPLOYEE RISK
Stream Sessions A
1. SKILLS, PARTNERSHIPS & TECHNOLOGY IN THE FIGHT AGAINST eCRIME

Critical Relationships, Centres of Excellence, Technical Superiority and International Cooperation
2. THE ANATOMY OF A PEOPLE BASED ATTACK

Extracting Information from People - The Hows & Whys
3. THE ECONOMICS OF CYBER SECURITY

Recommendations for Research, Partnerships, Policy Makers and Regulators

STRATEGY MAKING IN A NEW ENVIRONMENT

B. UK as Nation of Choice for Cyber Business and Cyber Centre of Excellence for Skills,
Technology and Knowledge – Harnessing UK Capabilities
A VISION FOR A CYBER SMART ECONOMY – CONFIDENCE THROUGH SECURITY
Britain as Global Data Processing Hub – Legal, Technical, Leadership and Skills Challenges
INVESTMENT, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT, & THE ROLE OF SMEs
Stream Sessions B
1. UK SKILLS FOR CYBER SECURITY

Providing the Skills Required by Government and Industry
2. DEFENCE SECTOR CYBER EXPERTISE

Defence Contribution to Economic Growth
3. CONTENT, CREATIVE INDUSTRIES & THE KNOWLEDGE ECONOMY

Copyright Infringement & IP: Threats or Opportunities? Privacy and Maintaining the Benefits of Cyber
Space While Giving Confidence to Industry & Consumers

STANDARDS AND ACHIEVING EXCELLENCE IN CYBER SECURITY
The Cyber Security Forum 2011 brought together 150 senior decision makers from industry, government,
academia, and the media, using a talks-plus-discussion conference format. Task-based stream sessions were
run by expert facilitators from PA Consulting (see agenda above).



Aims and Outcomes
The meeting was held in association with the Rustat Conferences (www.rustat.org) of Jesus College, Cambridge
whose Cyber Security conference in February 2011 took an inventory of the main issues and threats with the
participation of the University of Cambridge and Silicon Fen partners, both well positioned to contribute
innovative ideas and solutions to this growing security and economic dilemma.

The Cyber Security Forum 2011 aimed to focus experts’ attention on the UK economy and cyber space,
exploring a range of options for new programs, policies, research, and strategy. The principal outcome of the
conference is the list of recommendations for government, policy makers and business. The Forum discussed
a range of topics under the overarching theme of economic prosperity and cyberspace, encapsulated in this
recent statement: “As a nation, seeking economic advantage, we will also achieve a significant boost to our
prosperity if we can position the UK as the nation of choice for conducting business in cyberspace and a cyber
centre of excellence for skills, technology and knowledge.” (Jonathan Hoyle - Director General Information
Security & Assurance, GCHQ).

We hope the ideas and suggestions will attract national and international support for the advancement of UK
global leadership in cyber security and increased cooperation between government, business and academia.

Cyber Security Forum 2011 – Official Supporters, Partners and Sponsors
Official Supporters
• Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS)
• The Cabinet Office - Office for Cyber Security and Information Assurance (OCSIA)
• The Information Assurance Advisory Council (IAAC)
• The University of Cambridge – Cyber Defence Project of the Centre for Science & Policy (CSaP);
and The Computer Laboratory

Conference Partners
• PA Consulting Group
• The ICT Knowledge Transfer Network (ICT KTN)

Conference Sponsors
• Cisco
• Finmeccanica
• i2 Ltd
• McAfee
See pages 31-33 for a full list and description of conference partners, sponsors, and supporters.

Introduction
In the UK cyber security represents a significant concern to government, businesses and individuals. With a
strong focus on the UK economy, the Cyber Security Forum 2011 considered both the risks and opportunities
associated with cyber security. It examined both the job of protecting the interests and assets of businesses and
government, as well as the contribution cyber security makes to the UK´s economic prosperity. Approximately
150 delegates drawn from government, industry, academia and the media came together to discuss the
capabilities the UK needs to position itself as a global leader in cyber. The interactive nature of the conference
- which included presentations by speakers, discussions with the plenary, and varied stream sessions that
generated practical recommendations - reflected the rise of cyber security issues on the agenda of both
businesses and government. The following report illustrates the breadth and scale of the challenges associated
with cyber security.
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Morning Session: Protecting the UK Economy from Cyber Attack
Introduction and Overview
Jon Moynihan Executive Chairman PA Consulting Group
Conference Chair: Nick Chaffey, Head of Defence, Security and Resilience Consulting, PA Consulting Group

Welcome Note
Jon Moynihan, Executive Chairman of PA Consulting Group, delivered the Conference´s opening remarks in
which he stressed the lack of consensus surrounding cyber security. Neither the necessary definitions around
the concept itself nor the actions required to tackle cyber security challenges have been clearly formulated or
widely agreed upon. With its emphasis on consensus, the Cyber Security Forum represents a crucial step in
this process. Although there is a reasonable consensus among certain professionals in the cyber security area,
a number of recent articles and public remarks have demonstrated that the challenge of cyber security is widely
underestimated. Moreover, there appears to be a divide between the public and private sector with regard to
the level of need for increased effort in the field.

Cyber security challenges can be categorized on the following spectrum: light, light shadow, dark shadow and
black shadow. First, there are areas of ‘light’, where professionals in the private and public sectors are aware
of activities and challenges. Second, there are areas of ‘light shadow’, meaning that professionals have a
general understanding of events and activities but are unable to reveal some details to the public; which is
comparable to areas of ‘dark shadow’, where some security professionals may be aware of some activities but
lack key knowledge regarding these activities, such as the identity of the perpetrators. Lastly, there are ‘black
shadow’ areas, where cyber activities have not yet been discovered, so that involved professionals as well as
the general public are – as yet – entirely in the dark about these activities. For example, a recent McAfee report
has revealed that viruses that had been planted in 2005 were only discovered in 2011; for 6 years they remained
in black shadow. Thus, work towards a wider understanding of the issues is required. Cyber threats are both
widespread and accelerating. Recent hacktivism stunts from groups such as Anonymous and LulzSec,
instances of theft, industrial espionage and the potential for war (as alluded to by the Stuxnet and Duqu
incidents), all illustrate the fact that cyber threats are accelerating in many areas.This in turn means that steps
taken merely to foil attempted exploits, or remove successful ones, are not enough. The community (both public
and professional) needs to go onto the front foot in confronting cyber attacks. There must no longer be a culture
of ‘no consequences’ for states that harbor malign perpetrators, and who fail to take action against them.

Tackling the plethora of cyber security challenges will be a complex undertaking which will require improved
public awareness, cooperation and a better understanding of the human dimension involved in cyber threats.
All these aspects are part of the Conference´s agenda and will contribute to the overarching effort of forming
a consensus.

Perspectives on Cyber Security & UK Economic Prosperity
Chair: Lord Gus Macdonald Special Adviser, Macquarie Infrastructure & Real Assets, former Minister,
Cabinet Office
Sir Kevin Tebbit Chairman, Finmeccanica UK and former Director GCHQ
Misha Glenny Author, Dark Market: CyberThieves, CyberCops and You
Professor Sir David Omand Visiting Professor, Department of War Studies, King's College London, former
Director GCHQ

The chair and keynote speakers of the first plenary session discussed cyber security both in terms of threats
to the UK business environment as well as opportunities for UK companies in this field. Several high-scale
incidents such as the information leak experienced by Sony illustrate the potentially enormous costs to UK
business and the need for strengthened defences.

Sir Kevin Tebbit, Chairman of Finmeccanica UK and former Director of GCHQ, laid out the government´s
position with regard to cyber security. Enabling secure transactions in cyberspace

is crucial for the functioning of daily life in the UK as well as for the country´s economic success as cyberspace
is also becoming a military and economic battlefield. However, cyber security also presents an opportunity for
UK business to become higher-level providers of information integrity, an advantage in commercial terms as
well as in export opportunities. Therefore, the publication of the government´s much-anticipated cyber strategy
will provide useful guidance in this respect.
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However, the implementation of the strategy will be even more important. In light of the £650 million allocated
to cyber security by the government, Sir Kevin Tebbit identified five areas crucial for an effective implementation
of the government´s plans. First, the government needs to increase its own cyber capabilities. Second,
increased capabilities are needed to combat cyber crime. Third, it needs to be recognised that security in
cyberspace cannot be provided by the government alone, public-private partnerships are a crucial component.
Fourth, the UK´s cyber industry should be promoted and, lastly, public awareness needs to be raised and a
capable cyber workforce developed via increased university involvement in this area.

However, a number of questions remain to be answered. Among them is the crucial aspect of information
sharing. How are government and industry to exchange information? How can such a partnership work
effectively? Even in non-military sectors? And how is classified information to be handled? A change in attitude
from a ‘need to know’ way of thinking to a ‘need to show’ way of thinking seems almost inevitable. Furthermore,
a problematic area remains the lack of responsiveness in the private sector.

Cyber security still needs to be recognised by industry and the larger public. The recent Chatham House report
on ‘Cyber Security and the UK´s Critical National Infrastructure’ has examined this concern in detail. Possible
reasons for this development include the difficulty in pricing the pervasive risks stemming from cyberspace or
the technical, security-oriented language used to describe most cyber security challenges. As a result, corporate
boards still leave most cyber security decisions to their IT department. Fatalism, complacency and denial are
common phenomena underpinned by a ‘Darwinian attitude’: as the threat evolves and is better understood,
professionals will eventually come up with the right responses. In order to respond to cyber threats, however,
a pro-active effort must begin with a better inoculation of the broader public as well as the development of
processes and procedures to isolate important information.

The author Misha Glenny gave an overview of the landscape of cyber threat by defining the following three
areas: cyber crime, which he deems the responsibility of the police; cyber espionage, which is largely the
responsibility of the intelligence community; and cyber warfare, which is the responsibility of the military. The
major problem in describing and responding to cyber threat is that these three pillars are interlinked. For
example, large parts of Stuxnet, which would undoubtedly fall into the cyber warfare category, appear to have
been derived from ordinary criminal viruses. Thus, in order to account for the connections between these three
threat categories, enhanced cooperation between the relevant agencies is needed; this cooperation, however,
has not yet materialised. Furthermore, hackers do not correspond to traditional organised criminal networks.
They are smart, have excellent counterintelligence capabilities and often have arrangements or even symbiotic
relationships with local police or authorities.

A fundamental problem in conveying this threat landscape to a broader audience is that mechanics of IT is little
understood by the majority of the public. Even the media establishment finds it challenging to discuss cyber
threat issues. Mostly arcane language coupled with loss figures that often seem to be randomly chosen
contribute to the difficulties in raising awareness of cyber security threats. Misha Glenny suggests that a
different metric needs to be created that people can relate to in order to illustrate the dangers of cyber threats
and ultimately change Internet habits.

Professor Sir David Omand stressed the fact that we are encountering a transformative period which is
characterised by an ‘adapt or die’ approach. The Chatham House report on ‘Cyber Security and the UK´s
Critical National Infrastructure’ has revealed a serious under-appreciation of the problem of cyber security by
leading decision makers. To remedy this troubling situation Internet behaviour needs to be changed. To achieve
this end three strategies could be employed: first, a compelling narrative has to be provided. The upcoming
cyber strategy might be a very good vehicle for this. Second, incentives need to be created to involve the private
sector; and third, a stronger emphasis must be placed on raising awareness of the consequences of cyber
security threats.

As had been discussed earlier, Professor Sir David Omand pointed to the marked lack of conceptual clarity. In
some quarters cyberspace represents a ‘global commons’ whereas in others a segregated domain akin to land,
air, sea and space is the more prevalent perception. This conceptual ambiguity is noteworthy because different
perceptions lead to different conclusions. The US approach of viewing cyberspace as a domain, for example,
leads to a markedly different strategy compared to the commons approach taken by the UK. Furthermore,
conceptual differences also impact legal considerations.

Two views dominate the debate. One equates virtual and physical activities. Thus, if money disappears from
an online bank account, ‘real’ money is stolen. The second view, on the other hand, claims property rights as
well as international legal norms are unable to cope with virtual activities. Cyber threats can no longer be
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controlled on the basis of national sovereignty. According to Omand, however, negotiating new treaty norms will
be less effective than establishing broad norms of behaviour as any treaty provisions are likely to be overtaken
by technological progress rather quickly. Tackling cyber security effectively will, moreover, require a coordinated
partnership between the private sector and the government which will also involve the intelligence community.
Accordingly, around 80% of cyber security necessary for the maintenance of national prosperity can be achieved
by the private sector. The remaining 20% will have to be provided in cooperation or coordination with the
intelligence community, which will be in a position to gain privileged information on possible forms of attack
and the identities of attackers.

The ensuing discussion focused on the issues of raising awareness in the general public as well as corporate
board rooms. The panellists agreed on the need to raise awareness and push the issue up the corporate
agenda. This will only happen if cyber security is seen to be in the self interest of a company. Hence a better
narrative is needed. Sir Kevin Tebbit suggested that the objective of cyber security should be linked to important
corporate information. Yet, the private sector is only at the beginning of defining the set of privileged information
which should be protected against cyber threats. Misha Glenny suggested that a useful indicator for assessing
the threat level is the amount of money industry spends on cyber security. Investments of $100 billion a year
are likely to double in forthcoming years. The scale of the cyber security industry thus provides a good indicator
of the threat perception in the private sector. Another point raised by a participant is the non-linearity of cyber
threats which renders it so increasingly difficult to understand. Accordingly, a split of security provision of 80%
and 20% by industry and government respectively would be inadequate to grasp the problem. Professor Sir
David Omand clarified that he used this model to underline the fact that security provision by the industry itself
will not be enough. It represents a necessary but not sufficient condition to improve cyber security.

The Insider Threat – Responding to Employee Risk
Chair: Joseph Menn Cyber Security Correspondent, Financial Times
Bill Windle Cyber Security Expert, PA Consulting Group
Speaker CPNI – Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure
The second plenary session discussed the particular threat of insiders or employees. Joseph Menn of the
Financial Times warned that the insider threat should not be exaggerated but rather examined as part of the
broader cyber security problem. There has always been a risk from employees; yet, in the past this usually
meant that a person in question would go and work for the competitor of the affected company. In today´s world
an employee is presented with many avenues for revenge opened up by technology. Moreover, political and
even rather random motivations may influence employee´s behaviour.

The panellists agreed that with the exception of state attacks corporations need to take the lead in providing
necessary defences and protection for their business. In this context the individual employee has to be seen
as part of the overarching problem. It was suggested that business plans, or IT plans in particular, should also
deal with individuals and insider threats. Common approaches of leaving technological questions solely to IT
departments were questioned in light of recent incidents. It seemed particularly advisable to avoid having one
person in control of the main computer and information systems. In one case an employee who was in the
possession of a crucial password refused to disclose it after he had left the company. A judge even sentenced
the former employee to jail time for refusing to cooperate.

The WikiLeaks incident in 2010 led to a fundamental change in the perception of the insider threat showing that
employee risk cannot be controlled through technological means alone. Indeed, the WikiLeaks case showed
that the media is actively soliciting leaks and facilitating ‘secure’ leaking. A culture shift is perceptible in which
technological-civil disobedience is considered legitimate. This is why insider threat has become a major focus
in the work of CPNI. A recent study has shown that the vast majority of employees turn into threatening insiders
only later in their employment; they do not join an organisation or corporation as an insider, but become one
over time. In the majority of leaks that had been examined the victim organisation must have been aware of
signals or signs of the threat before it materialised. Thus, the most important action for industry seems to be
putting in place adequate corporate governance structures that would make effective use of employees’
information companies already hold. Currently there is guidance on existing good practices; two reports
are forthcoming that will examine the issue in more detail: ‘Holistic Management of Employee Risk’ and
‘Insider-enabled Cyber Attack’.
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Bill Windle of PA Consulting spoke on how protective monitoring can help organisations mitigate the insider
threat, as part of an integrated approach to protective security. He stressed the importance of building and
sustaining an appropriate security culture which sets expectations for day to day employee behaviour. He said
it was important that any monitoring met regulatory frameworks, both internal and external, and in addition to
complying with the law, should be ethical. He pointed to the issue of social engineering which has increasingly
become the point of entry of cyber-based attacks. He reference US research that showed that in advance of
sabotage attacks disgruntled employees typically revealed behavioural clues to their unhappiness and negative
intentions. He referenced US-led research in Federally Funded Research and Development Centres (FFRDCs)
such as Carnegie Mellon/SEI, which have published excellent reports over the past ten years on the insider
threat. These reports are in the public domain and are good sources of insight for British companies. He praised
the work of CPNI in related fields and specifically highlighted CPNI’s publications and guidance on security
culture.

Another important aspect of the ensuing discussion concerned legal aspects which, arguably comprise the
most difficult part of guidance on the issue of employee risk. Questions of monitoring will in particular require
strict legal scrutiny and competent legal advice in light of numerous frameworks on the national and European
levels.

Strategy Making in a New Environment
Hugh Eaton OBE Director Intelligence and Security, Cisco
Dr Jamie MacIntosh Director of Programmes, Institute for Security & Resilience Studies, UCL
Dr Rex Hughes Fellow in Cyber Security, Wolfson College, University of Cambridge
Dr Rex Hughes highlighted two factors which will bear upon UK national strategy in the new cyber environment.
First, international political and economic dynamics will have major consequences for the UK strategic outlook
in cyberspace. On the one hand, the current economic and financial crisis has led to a drawdown in defence
spending in most Western countries. This has particularly affected multilateral security institutions such as
NATO. On the other hand, emerging powers and organisations such as China, the BRIC or the G20 formations
are gaining influence and weight in world politics as well as in cyberspace. The long-term ramifications for the
international political order are yet to be seen but will undoubtedly influence any emerging ‘cyber order’ as well.
Second, in contrast to the 1990s, the commercialisation of the Internet is no longer exclusively driven by the
US and the UK. East Asian countries such as China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore have been
especially adept at developing and deploying advanced IT technologies. In these countries end users tend to
be more IT literate and willing to take on new technologies. This ready embrace of IT may give East Asian
countries an economic advantage when competing against more technologically challenged EU Member States
such as the UK where the recruitment of capable managers and competent ‘cyber warriors’ presents a serious
challenge to economic and national security competitiveness.

Dr Jamie MacIntosh from University College London expressed his scepticism about strategy making as it will
invariably encounter major difficulties in its implementation. He advocated a strong sense of pragmatism
particularly in light of the multipolar nature of world politics. With regard to conceptual considerations it was
remarked that definitional issues will probably never be fully surpassed. Cyberspace represents a unique
phenomenon as it touches and infiltrates all existing domains of air, sea, land and space. It also connects
political and economic considerations in a unique way so that asymmetric thinking will have to play a major role
in responding to cyber threat. All in all, strategy making in the new cyber environment will be a complex
undertaking that is bound to run into vested interests in different quarters at one point or another.

On a more practical level, it was stressed that the law has to evolve with new strategy making and that a
framework of principles – cyber doctrine – would help fill the gap in laws and treaties which fail to keep up with
the pace of change in cyberspace. If this fails, too many exceptions would emerge that could potentially
invalidate existing legal frameworks. Moreover, education and technology should be integrated at an earlier
stage in order to ensure the development of adequate capabilities. University education and investment in
research and development are crucial factors to enhance the UK´s capacity to drive innovation and build
resilience to cyber threats. This is important in terms of economic prosperity as resilience equals
competitiveness in the new cyber environment.

Hugh Eaton of Cisco addressed strategy making for the private sector. As previously touched on in the
discussion, it is generally more difficult to excite board members on issues of cyber security. However, the
security narrative has improved in the past: cyber security is increasingly presented as a profit enabler. UK
business is comparatively progressive in this regard and this fact should be highlighted. Nevertheless, cyber
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threats are not frequent enough, reported enough, or harmful enough to drive change in the absence of
government regulation. Accordingly, cyber strategy should address both government and private sector
audiences and provide much needed guidance. Unfortunately, debate with regard to regulatory or legislative
needs has not been a part of the overall cyber security debate so far. This should be revisited and, where
government cyber strategy does not contain specific regulation, it should provide clear directions for the
business community. Another less obvious link for the business sector in terms of strategy making comprises
the government´s spending priorities for research and development. A more explicit connection should be
established in the cyber security field.

A Vision for a Cyber Smart Economy
Britain as Global Data Processing Hub – Legal, Technical, Leadership and Skills Challenges
Chair: Sir Edmund Burton KBE Chairman, IAAC
Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones UK Government's Special Representative to Industry on Cyber Security,
former Minister of State for Security
Oscar O’Connor Services Director Finmeccanica Cyber Security Solutions
Stewart Room Partner, Privacy & Information Law Group, Field Fisher Waterhouse
Britain is facing a number of legal, technical, leadership and skills challenges in becoming a global data
processing hub. The session chair, Lt Gen. Sir Edmund Burton, Chair of the IAAC, pointed out that in
overcoming these challenges the expectations for the new cyber strategy are quite high, particularly in terms
of its implementation process. The Strategic Defence and Security Review (SSDR) recognised cyber threats
as a tier one threat to the UK´s national security. In spite of the overall trend in cutting defence spending,
significant funds have been allocated for cyber security. This underpins the view that national security and a
strong economy go hand in hand.

Yet, the effectiveness of the new cyber strategy will be perceived in terms of the actions that will follow its
publication. Will the new strategy help the UK as a place to do business? How will it deal with the issue of cyber
crime? Moreover, the strategy’s success will be ascertained not solely on economic grounds. Cyber security
should be seen as an enterprise that involves the whole of society. This also means that the UK should train
more professionals in this field to increase its capacities. It was remarked that the high percentage of foreign
students on postgraduate programmes in the UK might actually be problematic in this respect, particularly if
those capabilities are then used against the UK or businesses situated in Britain.

Overall national cyber strategy should provide for a strengthening of government capacities. The government
should engage the issue in a pre-emptive fashion which would first require doctrinal questions to be resolved.
Moreover, there should be a strategic decision to engage in partnerships with the private sector. This requires
a structure on the technical side for purposes of information sharing and a change in attitudes. As had been
mentioned earlier, a philosophy of ‘need to show’ needs to be implemented. Likewise, the private sector needs
increasingly to realise that cyber security should become part of its business structure and business plans. A
problem in this regard is that some companies perceive it to be advantageous not to co-operate with the public
sector or other companies. An important concern raised was the fear that such partnerships might be turned
into a vehicle for government control. It was agreed that standards should be developed nationally and
internationally that would safeguard a free Internet. In summary, a number of organisational changes are
required in order to position the UK as a world leader in cyber security. More importantly, however, intellectual
change and doctrinal work need to precede any organisational developments.

Oscar O’Connor of Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions looked into the future – into the year 2016 - and examined
possible achievements and missed opportunities of this year´s cyber strategy. Assuming that the cyber strategy
will also include an implementation plan he argued that several achievements will be made possible. A public
services network will have been created which enables secure services through government gateways. Cyber
security will have been made an intrinsic part of daily transactions. Moreover, the quantity of leaked information
will have decreased through the implementation of relatively simple safeguards. USB sticks without encryption
will have become a thing of the past. The private sector attitude that cyber security is too costly will have
changed because information will be valued appropriately. The biggest driving force for the inclusion of cyber
security in the private sector will be the requirement to include them in mandatory reports. The general public´s
attitudes will also have changed: insecure home broadband connections will be the exception rather than the
rule. In terms of missed opportunities, Oscar O’Connor warned that government tenders should require cyber
security as a mandatory condition for their award. If it is not, private companies will continue to argue that it
incurs too many costs.
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Stewart Room of Field Fisher Waterhouse argued that achieving the ambitious goal of a cyber smart economy
will require a skilled workforce and an economy rebalanced towards technology. Moreover, he stressed that
these efforts need to be based on a fundamental review of the governing legal framework. This would include
the law concerning data sharing so that the exchange of information can be realised more easily. It also requires
a strong UK stance against increasing regulation of data protection from the European level. The legal
profession can play a crucial role in advancing a cyber smart economy in the UK by articulating areas of legal
problems to the government. Since most companies rely on legal advice in their dealings with cyber security –
data protection being a case in point – lawyers are in a critical position to identify problematic areas. Baroness
Pauline Neville-Jones of the Cabinet Office commented that the question of applicable law in cyberspace is
one of fundamental importance. Indeed, a dialogue on standards is needed.

Another aspect discussed by the panellists concerned the need to build educational capacities, encouraging a
cross-disciplinary study of cyber security. Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones pointed out that significant work
needs to be done in this area on all levels of the educational system in order to signal to young people that
numerous career opportunities are unfolding in this field. The question was raised how enterprises could be
encouraged to invest in universities´ efforts in this regard.

The Role of SMEs, Innovation and Investment
Chair: Alex van Someren Director, Amadeus Capital Partners, founder nCipher
David Birch Director, Consult Hyperion
Nick Kingsbury Venture Partner, C5 Capital
Mark West Principle Consultant Engineer, Roke Manor Research Ltd
A significant portion of innovation tends to come from SMEs as well as universities and start-up companies.
Therefore a plenary session dealt with the important question of how SMEs could be incentivised to deliver
innovation and attract investment in the area of cyber security. In this context, it is noteworthy that the UK is fairly
competitive as a global place to attract cyber security business. Silicon Valley can no longer be regarded as an
exclusive destination for companies in this field. However, at the same time London may find itself competing
with other rising cyber hubs such as Seoul (Korea) and Sao Paulo (Brazil). In order to attract more investment
and promote innovation in the UK, greater coordination is needed between the government, larger corporations
and SMEs.

Nick Kingsbury argued that the cyber security sector presents a number of good investment opportunities. A
potential area of interest is open source intelligence (OSI). Recent years have seen an explosion in the amount
of information published about individuals and organisations. Therefore, companies who specialise in open
source intelligence collection provide a valuable service. Further, the issue of industrial espionage presents a
potential for innovative start-up companies.

Mark West reminded the audience of the importance of investment in research and development, particularly
in the work of universities. Sponsoring PhD students can be seen as an effective tool to promote innovation and
attract investment. Investment in research and development, however, faces two challenges. First, the growing
tension between open innovation and intellectual property rights; second, the question of export controls on
certain products. In this regard the cyber domain does not seem to significantly differ from other areas of
research and innovation despite its fast-moving pace. The possibility of encouraging innovation and investment
through government procurement from SMEs was also raised.

David Birch used a number of case studies to illustrate that cyber security in the context of SMEs could be
considered more of a personal than corporate issue. Given the inherent size constraints, SMEs should be
viewed more like people than companies. Security concerns of SMEs are typically handled personally and are
not delegated to a specialised department. Therefore, the threat vectors of SMEs are different enough to warrant
differing cyber security concerns. According to David Birch mobiles as well as cloud computing will be areas of
particular concern to those SMEs where investment and innovation will be needed. He warned that in the case
of SMEs the balance between security and effectiveness of use is particularly important.
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Achieving Excellence in Cyber Security
Chair: Dr Steve Marsh IAAC - Visiting Professor, Defence Academy UK; former Deputy Director OCSIA
Hugh Eaton OBE Director, Defence & Intelligence, Cisco
Rena Lalgie Deputy Director, Information Economy, Department for Business, Innovation & Skills BIS
Ed Savage Head of Cyber Consulting, PA Consulting Group
The final plenary session addressed both practical and conceptual considerations discussed throughout the
conference. The chair Dr Steve Marsh highlighted that ambitions toward achieving excellence in cyber security
will necessarily happen against the backdrop of many tensions. These include the conflict between free markets
and government regulation; freedom of speech and expression on the Internet and the protection of personal
privacy; and between short-term economic survival and long-term resilience against cyber threats.

Rena Lalgie, representing the Department for Business Innovation & Skills (BIS), emphasised that cyber
security should be seen as integral to growth stimulation in the UK. This was also highlighted throughout the
conference by other speakers and participants. More importantly, awareness should be raised in the wider
business community beyond the companies represented at this conference. In order to achieve excellence in
cyber security such a conversation should not exclusively comprise government-to-business talks, but also
business-to-business activities. Hugh Eaton of Cisco added that the discourse should include a wider, more
diverse grouping taking account of gender and different age groups.

Government regulation, and how far reaching it should be, was also discussed. Rena Lalgie explained that two
opposing perspectives dominate the debate. On the one hand, it is argued that companies are interested
enough in the matter of cyber security so that no government intervention is warranted. On the other hand, there
are portions of the private sector where cyber security fails to be considered indicating the need for stronger
government regulation. In contrast, Hugh Eaton argued that there is a lack of industry interest in cyber security;
the business community is simply not doing enough and consequently government should step in. It is also
important to point out that companies operate not only in the UK but also globally. They are, therefore, exposed
to a number of different national cyber security strategies and the UK government might regularly consult other
national cyber security strategies for ideas and to understand the environments multinationals are operating in.
In any case, resolving the issue of government regulation seems to be crucial for moving forward in this area
and positioning the UK at the forefront of cyber security.

Ed Savage of the PA Consulting Group offered a number of recommendations in this discussion. First, overall
understanding and awareness should be improved as 96% of cyber attacks happen due to basic protective
measures not being put in place. Thus, relatively simple measures can make a big difference. This is particularly
important as approximately 80% of companies´ value can be attacked over cyberspace. Second, the private
sector needs incentives as well as guidance in the area of cyber security. As had been mentioned earlier,
mandating cyber security in government tenders might represent an effective avenue for improving this situation.
Third, the SME community should be given a greater voice. This could perhaps be realised through the
participation of relevant industry bodies and associations. Fourth, the UK needs to identify and nurture talent
in the area of cyber security. Many businesses cannot recruit or keep skilled workers in this field.

Cloud computing was the final aspect that was discussed vigorously with reference to cyber security. Cloud
computing was seen as an inevitability by some participants saying that companies will get increasingly agnostic
as to where their information is stored. It will save them the cost and effort of running their own data centres.
Therefore it is crucial that national cyber strategies address cloud computing or more general questions of how
information is consumed and stored. One participant, however, warned that cloud computing does not represent
a viable solution for critical infrastructure systems as information is stored abroad. The dependence on mainly
US companies could represent a major question mark in terms of national cyber resilience.
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Key Recommendations from Plenary Sessions, Discussions and Stream Sessions
The Cyber Security Forum 2011 discussed the increased profile of cyber security on the agendas of both the
Cabinet and board rooms. With a strong focus on the UK economy the Forum considered both the threats and
opportunities associated with cyber security and cyberspace.

Business and government need to be able to protect their interests and assets from a range of cyber threats.
At the same time, cyber security can contribute to the UK's economic prosperity: companies that take cyber
security seriously will gain competitive advantage, and providers of IT security products, networks and services
will experience increased levels of business in domestic and export markets. Enabling secure transactions and
communications in cyberspace will not only stimulate economic growth but present a unique opportunity for the
UK to position itself as a leader in the field. To achieve this goal the following recommendations were discussed
(see below):

N.B. the recommendations in this report were captured from speakers and from discussions among participants
in the Cyber Security Forum 2011 conference sessions. These comments reflect the combined views of
individuals and do not represent an agreed majority position in all cases or the views of any one individual,
speaker, sponsor or official supporter or partner.

1. Increase Understanding of Cyber Security
Although cyber threats are widespread and accelerating they are still widely underestimated. Cyber threats
which include cybercrime, industrial espionage as well as cyber warfare, are at the same time diffuse and
interlinked. There is a marked lack of consensus with regard to the meaning and significance of these
threats. Concepts need to be clearly formulated and agreed upon to promote a wider understanding of the
challenge of cyber security.

2. Raise Awareness in the Private Sector and among the General Public
Cyber security concerns everyone – governments, businesses and individuals. However it is yet to be
recognised as a major concern by most businesses and citizens. A recent Chatham House report has
shown this with regard to the UK's critical national infrastructure. A compelling narrative has to be provided
to show businesses that incorporating cyber security into their business plans is in the self-interest of the
company. Incentives need to be created such as the inclusion of cyber security requirements in government
tenders. Similarly, the potential dangers of cyber threats need to be communicated more effectively to the
broader public.

3. Enhance Government Capacities and build Public-Private-Partnerships
UK government strategy should provide for enhanced capacities to defend its own systems against cyber
threats as well as actively to combat cyber crime. Moreover, there should be a decision to increase
cooperative efforts not only within the public administration but also to engage in strategic partnerships with
the private sector. Enhanced government action will be necessary; yet, cyber security cannot be provided
by the government alone and thus Public-Private-Partnerships (PPPs) become crucial components. PPPs,
in turn, require the creation of effective information sharing mechanisms that are beneficial to both sides.
Although the government is expected to give clear directions or guidance in terms of cyber security,
concerns were expressed that PPPs should not be turned into vehicles for government control.

4. Strategy Development, Legal Considerations and Change
Strategy making in the new cyber environment is a complex undertaking that is bound to run into vested
interests in different quarters at one point or another. On a practical level the law has to evolve with new
strategy making; a framework of principles – cyber doctrine – would help fill the gap in treaties which fail to
keep up with the pace of change in cyberspace. If it fails in this, too many exceptions would emerge that
could potentially invalidate existing legal frameworks. Moreover, education and technology should be
integrated at an earlier stage in order to ensure the development of adequate capabilities. University
education and investment in research and development are crucial factors to enhance the UK´s capacity
to drive innovation and build resilience to cyber threats. This is important in terms of economic prosperity
as resilience equals competitiveness in the new cyber environment. A number of organisational changes
are required in order to position the UK as a world leader in cyber security. However, intellectual change
and doctrinal work need to precede any organisational developments.
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5. Build a Skilled Cyber Workforce
Positioning the UK as a leader in cyber security in terms of skills, technology and knowledge requires
building up the UK's educational capacities in this field. All levels of the educational system need to be
targeted to nurture and promote a capable cyber workforce. This includes increased investment in research
and development, particularly the work of universities to drive innovation and train professionals.
Government spending priorities for research and development should be more explicitly connected to the
field of cyber security. This also includes facilitation of cross-disciplinary studies of cyber security.

Recommendations of Cyber Security Forum 2011 Stream Session Workshops
Defence Sector Cyber Expertise & Contribution to Economic Growth
Background: The defence sector has good cyber expertise which directly and primarily contributes to the
productivity and effectiveness of defence and the defence sector. It contributes to a limited degree to the
broader commercial market. Confidence in cyber security measures will increase confidence in business
success; this will increase productivity and inward investment. There is a shortage of cyber expertise within the
defence sector and a lack of a clear model for sharing and transferring cyber knowledge to industry. This leads
to missed opportunities for both productivity and inward investment.

Question: How do we grow and share defence cyber expertise so that we can that enhance the skill
base, increase national security and in doing so increase the productivity of the economy?
Recommended way forward and actions: To have an appropriately high level of cyber security, the UK needs
experienced, qualified personnel in the cyber field fulfilling technical roles as well as planning, operations,
intelligence and investigative roles.

Additionally, as critical will be people who can integrate cyber and general security expertise into business
decision making so that it is an integral value-adding proposition.

The following are suggested recommendations for achieving this:

1. Review and improve the cyber operating model for SMEs, large private sector organisations and public
sector organisations so that we can identify and create a more skilled and capable cyber workforce. Better
teaming and partnerships between SMEs, large private sector organisations and public sector organisations
will be crucial to grow UK cyber capability.

2. Review Lt Gen Sir Edmund Burton’s report into the loss of MOD Personal Data for lessons learned and its
applicability to growing and enhancing cyber capability within the UK.

3. Defence has taken an important lead in the area of skills development, and skills maturity work, which has
brought much needed structure to development of cyber skills. The maturity assessment work helps
managers at all levels to assess their skills gap from basic recognition and awareness of cyber skills through
to advanced skills for tackling the most demanding of threats.
We need to ensure that defence sector technical training programmes incorporate suitable levels of cyber
training and that this is being applied across all management levels.

4. Take further steps to actively export our cyber expertise and market our cyber capabilities. A good example
of this is the forthcoming trade mission from British Industry which is being assembled with Lord Marland
to visit the Middle East early next year to promote our strong UK capabilities which are born from key
Defence and Government references in Cyber Security.

5. Review the Information Assurance Maturity Model (IAMM) to assess its relevance and application for cyber
security within both public and private sector organisations. In particular, the IAMM should be considered
in the context of protecting information and knowledge.

The Economics of Cyber Security
Background: Effective cyber security enables the secure execution of billions of online transactions a day and
plays an increasingly central role in the operation and control of modern society. Increased confidence in the
ability to operate securely will underpin economic growth and benefit the UK cyber economy.

Poor cooperation between stakeholder groups, within and across, national boundaries presents a challenge for
enforcing regulation effectively, making it difficult to tackle economic issues. Furthermore, existing regulation
does not fully address the economic issues impacting cyber security.
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Question: Unless economic issues can be tackled UK Cyber Security will be undermined. As
representatives of government, academia and industry, we have a unique opportunity to act together -
What steps can we take to improve multi-national cooperation and implement effective regulation?
Recommended way forward and actions:
1. The senior civil service should change to become more technically knowledgeable and entrepreneurial in

their approach to cyber.
2. Innovation is a key element in developing the UK market. HMG should: 1) address the inconsistency in

accounting frameworks between Primes and SMEs; 2) encourage inter-disciplinary research by incentivising
universities and removing the barriers for sponsors; and 3) make it easier to protect software intellectual
property.

3. Balance within the criminal justice system should be reviewed, considering rehabilitation alongside
punishment and recognising the difference between organised criminal gangs, large organisations and
individuals.

4. Regulation that enhances and encourages competitiveness should be developed for the long term – don’t
fall into short term policy traps.

5. The national technical authority should do more to engage with the UK cyber community and promote
balanced incentives and better information on threats – standards and kite marks should play an important
role in showing what ‘good’ looks like.

Anatomy of a People-Based Attack
Background: Cyber attacks resulting in economic or reputational damage are increasing (e.g. the Google
Aurora attacks and the Sony Playstation network), and inflicted by a range of actors (from state to lone-wolf).
Technology tools to enable these attacks are readily available to those with malice in mind and there is now a
trend of increased effort being made in the softer aspects of an attack, employing Social Engineering
techniques.

In spite of increased awareness arising from the ensuing publicity, human beings are fallible and a range of
techniques (eg six influencing levers cited by Robert Cialdini) continues to prove successful in breaching the
first (human) layer of defence. This is not news (fallibility of a German telegraphy operator had a hand in the
wartime cracking of the Enigma code) but continues to be a weakness in what is frequently a technology
response to the cyber threat.

Question: How can we improve the ‘human response’ to sometimes subtle attacks, thereby improving
the robustness of the cyber defence?
Recommended way forward and actions:
1. Attack techniques are becoming more sophisticated (the ‘low hanging fruit’ having been taken) so raise

awareness of emerging patterns.
2. Provide a means for more effective (and centralised) reporting and escalation of attacks, thereby aiding

education, raising awareness and reducing the useful lifetime of a new technique (by making people aware
of its existence).

3. Embed cyber awareness in an improved social culture possibly similar to the ‘Health and Safety’ drive of
recent years, remembering to talk about tools not technology.

4. There are conflicting trends on integration/separation of devices and data for personal and business use.
In order to protect businesses from hostile actors and individuals from their fallible selves, we need to
redevelop the personal contract for the level of intrusion that individuals should expect from
employers/society.

5. The difficulties of policing cyberspace are well known and it is too easy for the cyber aggressor to remain
invisible behind their own layers of cyber defence. Consider a more concerted, co-ordinated response to
hostile actors (including state actors) so that actions can be seen to have consequences.
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Content, Creative Industries and the Knowledge Economy
Background: Certain legal protections over content serve a legitimate purpose, e.g. to allow a fair return on
an investment in the development of a creative work or a software product. However privacy protection is
considered a priority for most citizens and free sharing of information brings proven economic benefits, including
to the least wealthy in society. IP laws ought to provide a balance between these requirements.

The comparison of intellectual property protection with physical property rights is arguably neither valid nor
helpful. There are a number of areas where copyright and patent law are ‘broken’ (i.e. not serving the common
interest):

• Copyright and patent protection being abused to drive huge profits for corporate middle men
• Bad copyright law tending to stifle rather than encourage innovation
• Patents becoming an anti-competitive weapon for huge US corporates
• Small businesses unable to reasonably protect their inventions
• Valuable content tied up and out of use because no copyright holder can be traced
Question: Action is needed to stimulate innovation and maximise the benefit of free sharing of
information whilst protecting privacy and the ability to make a return on content creation – what steps
can we take to achieve this?
Recommended way forward and actions:
1. Less litigation, more innovation – revise legal frameworks to empower sharing of information as far as

possible without compromising a fair return for investors.
2. Deliver solutions which are likely to succeed – in particular avoid technical solutions which are explicitly

intended to limit the use of a general purpose device (PC, media player, etc.).
3. Allow fair use - introduce a full ‘fair use’ exemption for UK (and other national) copyright laws, and limit

copyright periods to avoid exploitation by middle men.
4. Effective privacy protection - strengthen privacy law to address flaws around ‘anonymisation’ and export of

ineffectively depersonalised data.
5. Encourage progress - develop enabling technologies for fair content management: privacy enhancing

authentication, micropayments etc.

Skills, Partnerships and Technology in the Fight against eCrime:
Background: The volume of cyber-crime is significant and growing and the criminals pay little heed to physical
or jurisdictional borders. The roles of private and public bodies in this space have evolved over time and
although there are tactical relationships an overarching strategic approach is missing.

Question: The key questions therefore are:
• What roles should the private and public bodies take in this space and how best can they work
together?

• How should sovereign law enforcement agencies co-ordinate and align their activities across
borders to ensure the volume / impact of cyber-crime is better addressed?

Recommended way forward and actions:
1. A piece of writing, intellectual but intelligible to all, that provides a coherent high-level introduction to the

complex issues in this area.
2. A virtual centre for ‘lessons learnt’.
3. A code of ethics in this area to avoid the dangers of a police state.
4. Greater collaboration and co-operation between the private sector targets of this crime and public sector

bodies responsible for investigating and prosecution. This exists in some sectors but is needed in many
more.

5. A clear understanding of the scale and changing nature of the threat.
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UK Skills for Cyber Security
Background: Cyber security risks are growing with increasing connectivity, attacker capability, and number of
incidents. Consequently the demand for cyber security skills in the UK is increasing, particularly for technical
skills. Business leaders and government officials need to have the right skills to understand and manage cyber
security implications for both the public and private sector.

A few academic institutions are teaching cyber security which partially fills the skills gap in the younger
generation. However, this is insufficient to address the longer term skills requirements.

Question: How can the UK’s cyber security skills be improved to address the growing risks?
Recommended way forward and actions:
1. Improve security through better understanding of how to attack systems.

Train students in how to attack systems so that they can think flexibly about how systems could be attacked
– they will then identify their own vulnerabilities without needing an attacker to show them. Better
understanding of the attacker’s mind set will enable stronger systems.

2. Regulation to require businesses to improve information sharing.
Government and regulators should make the rules for the private sector to enforce information sharing so
that cyber security can be improved for the wider good.

3. Improve Cyber Security governance in companies.
Boards need a better understanding of the cyber risks. CIOs need to be better at articulating the risk to the
rest of the board. Need to ensure the next generation of CIOs are more than good IT managers; they need
appropriate selling and influencing skills and a good business foundation. Non exec directors should look
at the makeup of boards to ensure this happens.

4. Make better use of universities.
There are a number of ways that businesses can utilise university skills, potentially at low cost, through
research project sponsorship, business internships in academia (and vice versa), and closer working.
Business could develop the security professionals they want through close collaboration and sponsorship.
Perhaps government could direct some of the £650M to sponsor some targeted cyber security research.

5. Improve clarity of what skills and education are required.
Universities are about providing what business wants. However, businesses need to be clearer about what
they are looking for. Perhaps the security community can help clarify what is needed? Ensure better clarity
between training and education. Training is about short term specific skills, education is longer term and
about thinking and developing capabilities. Business focussed cyber security topics should be included in
business courses and IT management education to ensure that business leaders understand the
implications of cyber security to their business.
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No longer a term of science fiction, cyberspace is a critical enabler of the 21st century global economy. And as
these proceedings have shown, the health of cyberspace and the Internet economy is increasingly important
to UK based businesses. In an economy that is majority service based, the free flow of information and services
are critical to the UK’s economic and national wellbeing.

In terms of national strategy, one of the paramount security challenges for the UK, as with any other advanced
EU Member States, will be to defend its economic might in cyberspace. As many of the conference discussion-
streams suggested, long-term solutions to the current cybercrime epidemic will come from the development of
sound systems and policies that aspire to keep UK information based assets safe and secure.

From an operational standpoint, this means that the nation’s core networks and electronic commerce functions
will need to be better policed and maintained. The UK has committed £650m pounds to strengthening national
cyber security during the next five years. However, as the scope of the problem increases in the coming months
and years, an additional infusion of cyber security investment will be needed on the part of both government
and industry. Dynamic roadmaps that account for the rapid change that is common to the IT sector will be
essential to national economic progress in the cyber sector.

Additionally, as these proceedings have shown, public private partnerships will be key enablers of progress in
the cyber sector. Over 90% of the UK’s IT infrastructure is in private hands. Managing this infrastructure will
remain a nearly exclusive private responsibility. While government regulation has a role to play, industry hopes
that the implementation will follow ‘light touch’ principles. Although the current Government is committed to
curtailing or rolling back regulation in traditional economic sectors, industry leaders also hope that new onerous
regulations will not be imposed on the cyber sector.

As discussed in London, UK universities also have an important role to play. In October, the Cyber Defence
Project (CDP) was announced, a new joint project of Centre for Science and Policy (CSaP) and the Cambridge
Computer Laboratory. In the coming year, we will work together with the CDP and our other partners to organise
additional forums and gatherings that facilitate more knowledge exchange with the private and public sectors.

At Cambridge, we are working hard to consolidate disparate cyber activities and to develop new mechanisms
that allow for more scholar-practitioner exchange. Where in years past cyber security was thought of as a near
exclusive technical research domain, there is a growing awareness in academia that meeting current and future
challenges will require input beyond the technical disciplines.

The development of comprehensive solutions to complex cyber security problems benefits from the
perspectives of human-centred disciplines such as law, politics, economics, psychology, and criminology. In time
we hope to bring forth a cohort of students and researchers, both new and mature, who have the energy, drive,
and curiosity to help the UK and its allies to become cyber leaders.

Again, we are grateful for all of those who have contributed to this dialogue. We are also very grateful for the
support of our sponsors Cisco, Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions, i2 and McAfee.
The Cyber Security Forum is now underway, and we welcome your continued contributions and collaborations
in 2012 and beyond.

Jonathan Cornwell
Director
Cyber Security Forum

In association with:
The Cyber Defence Project, University of Cambridge
and the Rustat Conferences

Conference Report Acknowledgements:
Our thanks to conference rapporteur Elaine Korzak of King’s College London for writing up the main plenary
sessions, to PA Consulting Group for their reports of the conference stream sessions, and to Dr Rex Hughes
and Professor Jon Crowcroft of Cambridge University for their editorial input and the Cambridge Cyber Defence
Project for their reflections on the new Cyber Security Strategy.

Contact information: For more information about the Cyber Security Forum please contact
info@mediasymposia.com or visit www.CyberSecurityForum2011.com
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Bob Allan
CEO Cassidian Cyber Security
Bob leads Cassidian Systems UK business. He spent over 30
years in the Royal Air Force, where he served in the rank of Air
Vice-Marshal. As Director General Information Systems and
Services & Chief Information Officer for Defence Equipment &
Support he constructed 24/7 Cyber-Defence operational
capabilities for the MoD. He was previously the Director for the
UK Defence Information Infrastructure (DII) Programme;
Assistant Chief of Staff J6 Operations in the UK Permanent Joint
Headquarters; and Director of Operations at the NATO
Consultation, Command & Control Agency. He has enjoyed
many years working with Industry at Main Board Level across
Defence activities.

Professor Ross Anderson
University of Cambridge
Ross Anderson is Professor of Security Engineering at
Cambridge University. One of the founders of a new discipline
called security economics, Professor Anderson’s work gives
deep insights into the safety and dependability of online
systems, as well as into the more traditional security problems of
interest to law enforcement and the insurance industry.
Professor Anderson has also made many technical
contributions, having been a pioneer of peer-to-peer systems,
hardware tamper-resistance, copyright marking and API security.
He is a Fellow of the Royal Society, the Royal Academy of
Engineering, the IET and the IMA, and wrote the definitive
textbook Security Engineering - A Guide to Building Dependable
Distributed Systems.

David G.W. Birch
Consult Hyperion
David G.W. Birch is a co-founder and director of Consult
Hyperion, the IT management consultancy that specialises in

electronic transactions. Before this he spent several years
working as a consultant in Europe, the Far East and North
America. He graduated from the University of Southampton with
a BSc (Hons.) in Physics. David has lectured to MBA level on
the impact of new information and communications technologies,
contributed to publications ranging from the Parliamentary IT
Review to Prospect and wrote a Guardian column for many
years. He is a media commentator on electronic business issues
and has appeared on BBC television and radio, Sky and other
channels around the world.

Caspar Bowden
Caspar Bowden is an independent advocate for better Internet
privacy technology and regulation. Until recently he was Chief
Privacy Adviser for Microsoft, with particular focus on Europe
and regions with horizontal privacy law. He was co-founder and
first Director of the Foundation for Information Policy Research
(www.fipr.org), expert adviser to the UK House of Lords on
surveillance and privacy legislation, and co-organizer of the
influential Scrambling for Safety public conferences on key
escrow policy. He is a Fellow of the British Computer
Society, and has previously worked in financial engineering
and risk management, and software engineering (virtual reality
and cryptography), including work for Goldman Sachs,
Microsoft Consulting Services, Acorn, Research Machines,
and IBM.

Lt Gen Sir Edmund Burton KBE
Information Assurance Advisory Council
Lieutenant General Sir Edmund Burton was appointed by the
Home Secretary to lead the Police IT Organisation (PITO), as
executive chairman, from 2001 – 2003. He has been Chairman
of the Information Assurance Advisory Council (IAAC) since
2007. Since undertaking a review of Information Assurance for
the Cabinet Office in 2002, he has been supporting a range of IA
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initiatives, including support to the Cabinet Office in establishing
the original Central Sponsor for IA (CSIA – now OCSIA) and the
community of SIROs; working with the National School for
Government in the provision of IA workshops for government
Non Executive Directors; and chairmanship of the Government’s
2006 & 2007 IA Conferences. He is a visiting professor at
Cranfield University.

Nick Chaffey
Global Head of Defence, Security and Resilience
Consulting, PA Consulting Group
Nick Chaffey leads PA's defence, security and resilience
consulting business. Throughout his career, Nick has worked on
complex strategy, policy development and transformation
programmes relating to security for clients including the UK
Ministry of Defence, BAE Systems, Babcock and London
Underground. His recent client work with the UK government
has established him as an adviser of cyber security, particularly
in terms of the leadership and business change that is required
to achieve effective security. As a board member of PA
Consulting Group, Nick is also responsible for PA's risk
management, including information and cyber security.

Dr Richard Clayton
University of Cambridge
Dr Richard Clayton wrote one of the first mass-market Internet
access programs for Windows in the early 1990s. For the
second half of the decade he worked for Demon Internet, then
the largest UK ISP. In 2000 he returned to the Computer
Laboratory in Cambridge, producing a PhD on “Anonymity and
Traceability in Cyberspace”. He has stayed on as an academic
“because it is more fun than working”. He holds a ‘post-doc’
position, doing research into various aspects of ecrime,
particularly phishing. At present he is collaborating with the
National Physical Laboratory (NPL) to construct robust
measurements of Internet security mechanisms.

Professor Jon Crowcroft
University of Cambridge
Jon Crowcroft has been the Marconi Professor of
Communications Systems in the Computer Laboratory since
October 2001. He has worked in the area of Internet support for
multimedia communications for over 30 years. His current active
research areas are opportunistic communications, social
networks, and techniques and algorithms to scale
infrastructure-free mobile systems. Jon graduated in Physics
from Trinity College, Cambridge in 1979, gained an MSc in
Computing in 1981 and PhD in 1993, both from UCL. He is a
Fellow of the ACM, a Fellow of the British Computer Society, a
Fellow of the IET and the Royal Academy of Engineering and a
Fellow of the IEEE.

Cory Doctorow
Author
Cory Doctorow (craphound.com) is a science fiction author,
activist, journalist and blogger – the co-editor of Boing Boing
(boingboing.net) and the author of Tor Teens/HarperCollins UK
novels like For the Win and the bestselling Little Brother. He is
the former European director of the Electronic Frontier
Foundation and co-founded the UK Open Rights Group. Born in
Toronto, Canada, he now lives in London.

Tony Dyhouse
ICT KTN
Tony took over as Director of the Cyber Security Knowledge
Transfer Network in 2009, continued as Director of the Cyber
Security programme within the Digital Systems KTN and now
within the ICT KTN. Tony joined DERA (now QinetiQ) in 2000
and became the Director of QinetiQ’s Operations & Technical
Services group, providing a range of managed security services.

This role was followed by a spell as Director of the Information
Assurance Consultancy group before becoming Director of the
Cyber Security KTN. His expertise extends across all areas of
Cyber Operations and Information Security, with specialist
knowledge in Network Intrusion Detection, Penetration testing,
Incident Response and Digital Forensics.

Hugh Eaton OBE
Cisco Systems
Hugh Eaton OBE is the Director for Defence and Intelligence
Cisco Systems. He attended the Royal Military Academy
Sandhurst before joining the Infantry, gaining 18 years of Military
service. After leaving the Army in 2004, Hugh joined PA
Consulting Group as a Principal Consultant working in the
Intelligence area. After joining Cisco in 2007, Hugh has led the
Defence and Intelligence Operation, a market which has
quadrupled under his leadership. In 2010, Hugh was promoted
to Operational Director. Hugh was awarded the OBE in 2003.

Misha Glenny
Author and Journalist
Misha Glenny is an award-winning writer and broadcaster whose
next book DarkMarket: Cyberthieves, Cybercops and You is now
being published in over twenty editions around the world.
A former BBC Central Europe Correspondent who covered the
revolutions in Eastern Europe and the wars in the former
Yugoslavia, Misha has written for most major publications in
Europe, the United States and Japan. Misha’s book, McMafia:
Journey through the Global Criminal Underworld was translated
into over 30 languages and short-listed for the FT Business
Book of the Year, and the Lionel Gelber Prize for International
Affairs. It is currently being developed as a TV series for Working
Title films. In January 2012, Misha takes up an appointment as
Visiting Professor at Columbia University’s Harriman Institute.

Robert Hayes
Microsoft Research
Robert Hayes is a Senior Fellow of the Microsoft Institute for
Advanced Technology in Governments; a small group
established to give high level support and advice to governments
on the threats and opportunities posed by emerging technologies.
Prior to joining Microsoft Robert worked for the UK Government in
senior positions in the law enforcement, security and intelligence
community. Robert holds a BSc in Psychology and is a Fellow of
the British Computer Society.

Bruce Helman
Counter Espionage & Cyber Security, FBI
Bruce Helman entered the FBI as a Special Agent in 1995. His
first office of assignment was San Francisco where he initiated
White Collar Crime investigations but specialised in Cyber
Crime. From 1999 to 2003, he was promoted to Supervisory
Special Agent and was assigned to the Criminal Computer
Intrusion Unit within the Cyber Division at FBIHQ. From 2003 to
2006, Bruce Helman was assigned as the supervisor of the
Computer Hacking and Intellectual Property Squad within the
New York Division. In 2008 Bruce Helman was assigned to the
US Embassy in London as the FBI’s representative for Cyber
Crime.

Dr Rex Hughes
University of Cambridge
Rex B. Hughes is a Visiting Fellow for cyber security at Wolfson
College, Cambridge and the Munk School of Global Affairs,
University of Toronto. Dr Hughes is internationally recognised for
his expertise on the global political economy of the Internet and
is a regular speaker at Euro-Atlantic leadership fora including the
NATO Parliamentary Assembly, Global Economic Symposium,
and St Gallen Forum. Among his cyber security publications are
the joint Chatham House-German Marshall 2009 study ‘NATO



and Global Cyber Defense’ (author), Chatham House report
‘Cyberspace and the National Security of the UK’ (co-author),
NATO report ‘Cyber Defence and the 2010 Strategic Concept’
(external advisor), and International Affairs paper (March 2010),
‘A Treaty for Cyberspace’(author).

Nick Kingsbury
C5 Capital
Nick Kingsbury is a Venture Partner at C5 Capital. He is an
experienced international venture capitalist and technology
entrepreneur. Early in his career he founded his own software
company, which merged with another, Staffware plc, and listed
on AIM. In 1999 Nick joined the leading venture capital company
3i plc, where he was the global head for the software sector.
Since he left 3i in 2007, he has taken a number of private and
public company Board roles and is very active in the UK security
technology industry.

Rena Lalgie
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills
Rena Lalgie is a senior civil servant in the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) where she leads on Cyber
Security and the Information Economy. Rena has previously held
senior roles in the department on digital policy and on better
regulation. Prior to joining the Department, Rena’s background
was in home affairs and national security having worked for HM
Treasury, Cabinet Office and Home Office. Rena is also a
Justice of Peace in the City of Westminster.

Rt Hon Lord Macdonald of Tradeston CBE
Gus Macdonald was chairman of Scottish Media Group plc (TV
and newspapers) and of Taylor and Francis plc (academic
publishers) when he elevated to the House of Lords in 1998 as
Minister for Business and Industry at the Scottish Office.
Subsequently, he has served as Minister for Transport, in
attendance at Cabinet (1999-2001), and Chancellor of the Duchy
of Lancaster and Minister for the Cabinet Office (2001-03).
Presently Gus Macdonald is senior advisor to Macquarie

Infrastructure (utilities, transport, communications, etc), board
member of Scottish Power and Chancellor of Glasgow
Caledonian University.

Charlie McMurdie
Metropolitan Police Central eCrime Unit
Charlie McMurdie has 29 years’ service in law enforcement. As a
career detective she has worked within the MPS Flying Squad,
Murder and Specialist Crime Commands including Head of
Central Authorities Bureau and the Covert Operations Centre.
Charlie also served on the National Crime Squad and spent
three years seconded to the Royal Ulster Constabulary on covert
operations. Within the Metropolitan Police’s Economic Crime
directorate Charlie is responsible for the multi agency Dedicated
Cheque and Plastic Card Unit, and the Police Central e-crime
Unit (PCeU). The PCeU remit is to develop the mainstream
capability of the Police Service and provide a national
investigative capability for the most serious cyber-crime
incidents which have the potential to cause national harm.

Joseph Menn
Financial Times
Joseph Menn is a veteran Financial Times cybersecurity
correspondent. His book Fatal System Error: The Hunt for the
New Crime Lords who are Bringing Down the Internet, was
named one of the best 10 nonfiction books of 2010 by Hudson
Booksellers. Menn has spoken at major security conferences on
his findings tying the governments of Russia and China to
protection of cyber-criminals. A former staff writer at the Los
Angeles Times, Menn also wrote the definitive All the Rave: The
Rise and Fall of Shawn Fanning’s Napster. More information is
available at www.FSError.com

Julian Midwinter
Vice President, Sales – International, i2 Ltd
Julian Midwinter joined the i2 sales team in 2007, and became
Vice President of Sales in early 2009. Julian is responsible for
i2's direct sales and account management activities in Europe,
Middle East and Africa within law enforcement, Intelligence,
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military and commercial organisations. Julian's team is a key
interface between i2’s customers and the product management
and development teams at i2, ensuring future product releases
support the ever more demanding needs of our customers. Prior
to joining i2, Julian spent 13 years in global project
management, account management and business development
within the pharmaceutical industry, including major launches,
interactive media projects, healthcare professional education
and training.

Jon Moynihan OBE
Executive Chairman, PA Consulting Group
Jon Moynihan is Executive Chairman of PA Consulting Group,
the global implementation-oriented consulting firm. Jon is also
Chairman of IPEX Capital Management LLP, the UK-based
former venture capital arm of PA, providing funding to early-
stage science and technology companies. Jon helped found the
Helen Bamber Foundation, and spent two years as Chairman.
Until recently, Jon chaired the Campaign Board at Balliol
College, Oxford, where he is a Foundation Fellow. Jon is also a
member of the Vice Chancellor's Circle at Oxford University and
has been appointed Distinguished Friend of Oxford. Jon was
awarded the OBE in 1994.

Richard Nethercott
Logica UK
Richard Nethercott is currently leading Logica UK’s activities in
the field of cyber security. Previously Richard set the strategic
direction of Logica’s global security services. Prior to this,
Richard ran Logica’s UK Secure Government business for seven
years. Most of Richard’s early career was with Admiral plc, which
grew from a start-up to a 3500-person company operating in six
countries, before being sold to what was to later become Logica.
At the time of the sale Richard was Technology Director and an
Executive Committee member. Richard holds an honours degree
in Electronics from the University of Manchester Institute of
Science and Technology and is a Chartered Engineer in the UK.

Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones DCMG PC
OCSIA, Cabinet Office
Baroness Pauline Neville-Jones DCMG PC is currently the
government’s Special Representative to Business on Cyber
Security, having previously served as the Minister of State for
Security and Counter Terrorism. Her early career in the civil
service saw her serving in diplomatic posts around the world.
This was followed with a period in the Cabinet Office, including
Chairmanship of the Joint Intelligence Committee. Upon leaving
the civil service, Baroness Neville-Jones spent seven years as a
governor of the BBC and three years as the non-executive
Chairman of QinetiQ before becoming a working peer and the
shadow Security Minister in 2007.

Oscar O’Connor
Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions
Oscar O'Connor leads the Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions team
for SELEX Elsag (UK), which provides consultancy, technical
and outsourced information assurance services. His career has
spanned more than 15 sectors including finance, government,
defence, FMCG, education and publishing and has included
periods as a software engineer, project manager, management
consultant and programme director before joining the senior
management ranks as Head of Professional Services at Dell UK
in 2004. Oscar is a Chartered Engineer, Chartered IT
Professional, Fellow of the RSA and a professional member of
the British Computer Society and the Business Continuity
Institute.

Sir David Omand GCB
King’s College London
Sir David Omand GCB is a visiting Professor in the War Studies
Department of King's College London. From 2002 to 2005 he

was the UK Security and Intelligence Coordinator in the Cabinet
Office. His previous appointments included Permanent Secretary
of the Home Office, Director of GCHQ and Policy Director of the
Ministry of Defence. He is a non-executive director of Babcock
International plc and of Finmeccanica UK Ltd, and a Trustee of
the Natural History Museum. He is an honary Fellow of Corpus
Christi College, Cambridge and in 2008 gained a First Class
degree in Mathematics with the Open University.

Wing Commander Tom Parkhouse
Cyber Policy, MoD
Wing Commander Tom Parkhouse is a member of the Cyber
Policy and Plans team at the Ministry of Defence. Following
Officer training, he joined the Royal Air Force Police in 1993.
Immediately after 9/11 Tom supported the United States Central
Air Force and Royal Air Force in preparations for operation
Enduring Freedom. Since 2008 he has been in cyber security
related appointments, including Acting Head of the Joint Security
Coordination Centre; and Lead Desk Officer for Law
Enforcement and Counter-Intelligence. Tom completed
Advanced Command and Staff Course in 2006, gaining a
master’s degree in Defence Studies and, in 2008, became a
Certified Information Systems Security Professional.

Dr Tristram Riley-Smith
Centre for Science Knowledge & Innovation
Dr Tristram Riley-Smith has worked in public service for over 25
years. He served as a Counsellor in the British Embassy in
Washington DC from 2002-2004. He subsequently established
the Centre for Science, Knowledge & Innovation in Whitehall,
aiming to build stronger links between academia, industry and
the National Security domain. He was a founder member of the
Home Office's cross-departmental INSTINCT team, and sits on
the UK Research Council's Strategic Advisory Group for the
Global Uncertainties Programme.

Stewart Room
Field Fisher Waterhouse
Stewart Room is a partner in the Privacy and Information Law
Group. He is dual qualified as a barrister and a solicitor and has
18 years’ experience as a litigator and advocate. Stewart is
ranked as a Leading Individual for data protection by Chambers
UK. In 2008 Stewart was named as the Financial Times Legal
Innovator of the Year for his work with IT on Privacy Enhancing
Technologies. He is also the Chairman of the National
Association of Data Protection Officers and the founder of DPA
Law. Stewart is the firm’s Data Protection Officer, his role entails
ensuring that our data processing operations are conducted in
accordance with the law.

Raj Samani
McAfee
Raj is currently working as the VP, Chief Technical Officer for
McAfee EMEA, having previously worked as the Chief
Information Security Officer for a large public sector organisation
in the UK. He volunteers as the Cloud Security Alliance EMEA
Strategy Advisor, is on the advisory councils for Infosecurity
Europe, and Infosecurity Magazine. In addition, Raj was
previously the Vice President for Communications in the ISSA
UK Chapter, having presided over the award for Chapter
communications programme of the year 2008, and 2009. He is
also the founder for the global collaborative project used to
evaluate objective measurement of IA maturity known as the
Common Assurance Maturity Model (also known as CAMM –
please refer to www.common-assurance.com for more details).
He can be found on Twitter @Raj_Samani

Ed Savage
Head of Cyber Consulting, PA Consulting Group
Ed Savage leads PA's global cyber security team. With over 20
years’ experience of UK government and the European private
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sector, most notably in telecommunications, IT and defence, Ed
brings together strategic, operational and technical perspectives
to help public and private sector organisations create integrated
and practical solutions to managing cyber security. Ed has a
BEng in Computer Systems Engineering, an MBA and is a
professionally qualified procurement advisor (MCIPS).

Dr Frank Stajano
University of Cambridge
Frank Stajano, PhD, is a tenured faculty member at the
University of Cambridge. His research interests revolve around
system security, privacy in the electronic society and ubiquitous
computing, with particular interest towards the human aspects of
security (e.g. understanding the psychology of scam victims, or
eliminating passwords). He has given over 50 invited talks
across four continents. He is the author of "Security for
Ubiquitous Computing" (Wiley, 2002) and of over 75 research
papers. Besides academia, he has worked as a research
scientist for Olivetti, Oracle, AT&T, Toshiba and Google and was
elected a Toshiba Fellow in 2000.

Sir Kevin Tebbit KCB CMG
Finmeccanica UK
Sir Kevin Tebbit is Chairman of Finmeccanica UK. He is also a
member of the Strategic Advisory Group to the Minister of State
for Trade and Investment; Chairman of the Defence Advisory
Group to the UKTI Defence and Security Organisation; and is a
member of the Defence Industries Council. He is also a member
of the Advisory Board to the Imperial College Institute for
Security Science and Technology; a Non-Executive Director of
Smiths Group plc; and has been a visiting Professor at Queen
Mary, University of London since 2006. Sir Kevin was Director of
GCHQ in 1998 before returning to the UK MoD where he was
the Permanent Secretary from 1998 until late 2005.

Alex van Someren
Amadeus Capital Partners
Alex van Someren is a partner at Amadeus and Angles Seed
Fund. In 1990 he co-founded ANT Ltd to produce networking
products, including Web Browser software licensed to the Oracle
Corporation. ANT plc is now positioned in the embedded
software market for IPTV. In 1996 Alex co-founded nCipher with
venture capital backing to develop internet security products
using advanced cryptography. Appointed Entrepreneur in
Residence at the Judge Business School in 2005, Alex is
currently Chairman of the Prince’s Trust in Cambridgeshire and
a Governor of King’s College School in Cambridge.

Mark West
Roke Manor Research Ltd
Mark West is Principal Consultant Engineer at Roke Manor.
Roke Manor Research Ltd is a world-class electronics
engineering company that provides contract research, product
development and manufacturing for a wide range of UK and
international customers. Our team of over 350 highly qualified
engineers develop advanced sensors, communications systems,
and network solutions for a diverse range of applications.

Bill Windle
Cyber Security Expert, PA Consulting Group
Bill Windle is a member of PA’s global cyber security team and
an expert practitioner on employee risk and the insider threat.
Bill is currently working with the Centre for Protection of National
Infrastructure (CPNI) where he is helping develop new guidance
for the UK on the holistic management of people, physical and
cyber risk in organisations across the national infrastructure. Bill
has over 30 years' experience working in international
organisations where security has been a key business driver.
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The Rustat Conferences are an initiative of Jesus College, Cambridge and provide an
opportunity for senior decision-makers from the frontlines of government, industry and the media
to discuss the vital issues of the day with leading academic experts. Recent conferences have
covered the Economic Crisis, the Future of Democracy, Infrastructure for Energy, Cities and
Water, and in February 2011, Cyber Security: An Assessment of the Threat - the conference
today builds on the success of the last Rustat cyber conference with a number of the same
speakers and delegates taking part. www.rustat.org

PA Consulting Group is a leading management and IT consulting and technology firm.
Independent and employee-owned, we operate in more than 30 countries and transform the
performance of major organisations in both the private and public sectors. From idea generation
and strategy development through to detailed implementation, we deliver significant and tangible
results. We have outstanding technology capability; a unique breadth of skills from strategy to
performance improvement to IT; and strong expertise in communications, defence and security,
energy, financial services, government and public services, healthcare, manufacturing and
transportation. We have extensive experience working closely with our clients in both the public
and private sectors at the forefront of cyber security. From world-leading energy firms to major
government departments, we help organisations significantly strengthen security and reduce
risk – and ultimately, improve business performance. We take an integrated and practical
approach to cyber security, bringing together people, organisational and technical elements to
create an effective strategy for protecting business assets.

The Information and Communications Technology Knowledge Transfer Network (ICT
KTN) is an industry-led initiative funded by the Technology Strategy Board and focused on ICT
Knowledge Transfer as a stimulus to economic growth. The ICT KTN seeks to deliver improved
industrial performance through innovation and collaboration, and provides an independent
business voice to inform Government of the needs of the sector. For more information visit the
ICT KTN website and navigate to the Cyber Security Group.

Conference Partners
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i2
i2 is the leading provider of intelligence and investigation management software for law
enforcement, defence, national security and private sector organisations. For almost 20 years more
than 4,500 organisations in over 150 countries have relied on i2’s proven technology to investigate,
predict, prevent and defeat crime and terrorism by uncovering hidden connections faster, enabling
collaboration and delivering critical information to the point of need.

Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions
Finmeccanica in the UK represents the best in cyber security and information assurance capability.
For over 50 years, the combined capability and sovereign knowledge of Finmeccanica operating
companies, SELEX Systems Integration, SELEX ELSAG and VEGA, have helped ensure the
highest levels of Cyber Security and Information Assurance. The Group has successfully integrated
all its capabilities providing security solutions for the military, space, critical national infrastructure
and major events organisers, to create Finmeccanica Cyber Solutions, positioning Finmeccanica
as the UK’s leading Cyber Security partner. Finmeccanica secures high level information systems
for those agencies working at the heart of the UK’s national security, and enables secure
collaboration with our international allies. The Group is also currently responsible for 70% of all UK
military communication encryption. In addition, Finmeccanica is working with the UK emergency
services to improve interoperability, deliver real value and front line effectiveness in the fight against
terrorism, and resilience contingency planning.

McAfee
McAfee, a wholly owned subsidiary of Intel Corporation (NASDAQ:INTC), is the world’s largest
dedicated security technology company. McAfee delivers proactive and proven solutions and
services that help secure systems, networks, and mobile devices around the world, allowing users
to safely connect to the Internet, browse and shop the Web more securely. Backed by its unrivaled
Global Threat Intelligence, McAfee creates innovative products that empower home users,
businesses, the public sector and service providers by enabling them to prove compliance with
regulations, protect data, prevent disruptions, identify vulnerabilities, and continuously monitor and
improve their security. McAfee is relentlessly focused on constantly finding new ways to keep our
customers safe.

Cisco Systems Inc.
Cisco Systems, Inc. is the worldwide leader in networking for the internet. Cisco has contributed
actively to the development of security and cyber security solutions over a number of years. Cisco
has a wide security product portfolio and has integrated security capability into the heart of our
core network products. These products are now deployed within service provider and customer
networks on a worldwide basis and this affords Cisco an unrivalled opportunity to gather cyber
security intelligence. Cisco’s Security Intelligence Operations (SIO) works with that installed base
of customers to gather that intelligence and pro-actively advise of new and emerging threats. Cisco
Services have a global consulting practice which can provide the link between you and Cisco’s
security and cyber security expertise.

We would like to thank our sponsors for their support of the
Cyber Security Forum 2011.
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the Department for Business Innovation & Skills BIS, Cambridge University and the
Information Assurance Advisory Council (IAAC).
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The Office of Cyber Security & Information Assurance - OCSIA
The Office of Cyber Security & Information Assurance (OCSIA) supports the Minister for the
Cabinet Office, the Rt Hon Francis Maude MP and the National Security Council in
determining priorities in relation to securing cyberspace. The unit provides strategic direction
and coordinates action relating to enhancing cyber security and information assurance in the
UK. The OCSIA alongside the Cyber Security Operations Centre based in Cheltenham work
with lead government departments and agencies such as the Home Office, MoD, GCHQ,
CESG, CPNI and BIS in driving forward the cyber security programme for UK government
and give the UK the balance of advantage in cyberspace.

Information Assurance Advisory Council - IAAC
IAAC is a not-for-profit research organisation. IAAC’s activities involve bringing together
public, private, academic and other sectors together to discuss and research strategic level
information assurance issues. All IAAC events involve a wide range of people and
organisations. It is greatly helped by the energy and commitment of its sponsors, the
Government Liaison Panel members, its Academic Liaison Panel, IAAC Community of
Interest (COI) and attendees at events. IAAC is constantly exploring opportunities to engage
with other organisations, commercial, public, academic and third sector which have a shared
interest in achieving a robust and resilient UK information.

University of Cambridge
The Computer Laboratory is the University of Cambridge’s Computer Science Department.
It consists of about 37 academic staff, 25 support staff, 40 affiliated research staff, and 154
research students. Professor Andy Hopper is the Head of Department. The Laboratory
undertakes research in a broad range of subjects within the disciplines of Computer Science,
Engineering, Technology, and Mathematics. Current research areas include security,
bioinformatics, computer architecture, computer vision, distributed systems, graphics and
human-computer interaction, logic and semantics, machine learning, natural language
processing, networking and wireless communication, operating systems and virtualization,
programming, and sustainable computing.

University of Cambridge – Cyber Defence Project
The Cyber Defence Project is a joint initiative of the Computer Laboratory and the Centre for
Science and Policy that brings together policy makers and business leaders, especially those
involved in law enforcement and defence sectors, and scientists and technologists, especially
those focused on information and telecommunications technologies. The goal of this
programme is the development of a nuanced interdisciplinary response to these perceived
and real cyber threats (http://www.csap.cam.ac.uk).

Department for Business Innovation & Skills (BIS)
The Department for Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) is a ministerial department of the
UK created in June 2009 by the merger of the Department for Innovation, Universities and
Skills (DIUS) and the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR).
Growth is the Government’s top priority and every part of Government is focused on it. Growth
must be sustainable, shared and balanced – across the country and between sectors of the
economy. There is a clear and active role for Government to create the conditions for the
private sector to grow and remove unnecessary barriers that can stifle growth and there is a
strong role for BIS, as the Department for Growth, in enabling this. Almost everything that BIS
does – from investing in skills to making markets more dynamic and reducing regulation, and
from promoting trade to boosting innovation and helping people start and grow a business –
helps drive growth.
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